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Could Nitrosyl Chloride Be Produced by Human Skin
Keratinocytes and Sulfur Mustard? A Magnetic
Resonance Study
CARMEN M. ARROYO, ALASDAIR J. CARMICHAEL,' and CLARENCE A. BROOMFIELD

ABSTRACT
It is known that alkylating processes occur after exposure to sulfur mustard (HD). Although direct alkylation of DNA and RNA has been widely described, we hypothesize additional alkylation events of potential importance in skin injury. We have determined by
immunocytochemistry levels of interleukin-1 3 (IL-1(3) in cultures of normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK) after exposure to HD. The expression of IL-1 in NUEK was
found to be related to cell culture donor age. In neonatal NHEK exposed to HD (2 mM),
IL-ill expression is decreased. Conversely, in adult breast NHEK exposed to HD (2 mM),
IL-1/3 response is increased. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was
used to show the formation of an EPR detectable, g = 2.04, feature characteristic of ironnitrosyl complex formation, and the generation of this induced complex by NHIEK exposed to HD (1 mM for 18 hours) was blocked by Nw-Nitro-L-arginine (L-NOARG), a competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Nitric oxide CNO) has been implicated
as the effector molecule that mediates IL-1/ (Corbett et al., 1993). Our results show the
release of nitric oxide during cytokine expression, IL-i13, when keratinocytes are exposed
to HD. The combination of the nitric oxide with the chloride (C1-) released from sulfur
mustard ([CICH 2CH 2] 2S) on cyclization to the sulfonum ion may lead to the formation of
nitrosyl chloride (NOCI), a known potent alkylating agent. If NOCI is formed as a result
of HD exposure, then it may play a role in the skin injury.

INTRODUCTION

The experiments described in this work deal
with the effects of sulfur mustard (HD) on
normal human epidermal keratinocytes (NHEK).
Keratinocytes are the cells found in the outer
layer of the skin and are the primary targets of
mustard exposure.
Analysis of normal human epidermis using

specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISA) and bioassays for the cytokine interleukin (IL-1) have led to the conclusion that the
average adult harbors 20 to 60 /Lg (0.6 to 1.9
nmol) of IL-i in his or her epidermis (Kupper
et al., 1989). Taking the epidermis as a threedimensional space with a thickness of 0.1 mm
and an area of 1.5 M 2 , the concentration of IL1 in this space is 4 to 12 nmol/L. This concen-
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tration exceeds the concentration of IL-1 required to activate certain cells by three orders
of magnitude (<10 pmol). Keratinocytes can express higher numbers of IL-I receptors than can
any other cell type studied (Kupper et al., 1989;
Blanton et al., 1989). A variety of stimuli can
enhance IL-1 receptor expression in vitro. These
include phorbol esters, calcium, and UV-radiation (Dinarello, 1991). Most keratinocyte interleukin (in vivo and in vitro) is cell associated;
relatively little is released from the cell. In this
report, we have determined by immunocytochemistry levels of interleukin-13 (IL-113) in cultured NHEK after exposure to HD. HD is a
known DNA alkylating agent causing mutations
that lead to cell injury or death. However, the
exact mechanism of alkylation remains unclear.
What is known is that the action of alkylating
agents, such as HD, proceeds through a mechanism that involves as a first step, formation of
a cyclic aklylating agent (sulfonium ion) and the
release of chloride (equation 1):
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Cyclic Ethylne
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The hydrolysis of HD in an aqueous media at
37°C is rapid, with t 1/2- 2 minutes (Lawley,
1976; Lieske et al., 1992).
Furthermore, HD may affect or alter various
cell pathways prior to reaching the DNA located
in the nucleus. Therefore, the action of alkyla-

matory and autoimmune tissue injury (Kolb et
al., 1992). Their findings show the presence of
iNOS in human skin that can be localized to
keratinocytes in the epidermal layer. This article shows the possible involvement of active nitrogen species in the pathways of cell injury/repair after exposure to HDs. Active nitrogen
species are those derived from nitric oxide generated in cells. The possible involvement of the
known alkylating agent nitrosyl chloride (NOC1)
is discussed. The thermodynamic considerations
and possible in vivo production of NOC1 by
macrophages and neutrophils have been reported (Koppenol, 1994).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
NHEK (adult and neonatal, Clonetics, San
Diego, CA) were cultured to confluency and harvested for experiments. The culture medium
used was keratinocyte basal medium, modified
Molecular Cellular Developmental Biology 153
(MCDB 153), which was supplemented with
bovine pituitary extract (7.5 mg/mL); human recombinant epidermal growth factor (0.1 /g/mL);
hydrocortisone (0.5 mg/mL); bovine insulin (5
mg/mL); gentamicin sulfate (50 mg/mL); and
amphotericin-B (50 /g/mL). The medium was
changed after 2 days of culture. At days 3 and
6, the cells were harvested. After harvesting, the
NHEK were resuspended in phosphate medium
(5 X 106 - 5 X 10 7 cells/0.5 mL). IL-13 and EPR
were measured after exposure of the suspension 1-2 mM HD, 0.1 mM NW-nitro-L-arginine

tion agents on target organ cells may proceed

(L-NOARD); C6 H 13N 50 4 , Sigma Chemical Co., St.

via three principal mechanisms: 1) the physical
interaction of the alkylating agent with cellular
receptors; 2) the chemical reaction of the alkylating agent with these receptors; or 3) either
type of metabolite-receptor interaction following metabolism of the alkylating agent within
the target organ or elsewhere.
In addition, electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) results (Figure 1 and Figure 2) show the
generation of nitric oxide (*NO), therefore, suggesting that nitric oxide synthase (NOS) plays a
role during IL-1 expression when keratinocytes
are exposed to HD. Inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) has been associated with inflam-

Louis, MO), or a combination of these agents.
IL-1/3 expression was measured after 3-hour exposure and heme-NO EPR was measured after
18-hour exposure. The IL-1f3 expression was
measured using two commercially available kits
for the ELISA technique (QuantikineTM and Predicta®). These kits are specific for IL-113 and
show no cross reactivity with other cytokines
(eg, IL-la, etc.) as stated in the QuantikineTM
and Predicta® brochures for IL-1f3.
The QuantikineTM human IL-1f3 Immunoassay
(Catalog Number DLB50, R&D Systems, Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN) was used for the quantitative
determination of human IL-1/3 concentration in
the cell cultures. This assay uses the quantita-
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tive "sandwich" enzyme immunoassay tech- A
800
nique. A monoclonal antibody specific for IL-1f3
is coated onto the microtiter plate provided in
700
2.x107 oeIlslmL
the kit. Standards and homogenous cell suspen600
sions (100 AL) were pipetted into the wells, and
.-00
IL-1f3 was added to the wells to sandwich the
IL-1/3 immobilized during the first incubation. Af4
300
ter a wash to remove any unbound antibody-en0Q
zyme reagent, a substrate solution was added to
9
200AA
100
the wells and color developed in proportion to
the amount of IL-13 bound in the initial step.
0 control
HD
pretreated
pretreated
The color development was stopped and the inexposed
N-nitro-LN-nitro-Larginine/
arginine
(2mM)
HD (2raM
tensity of the color was measured. By compar- B
800
ing the optical density of the samples to the stan1111
dard curve, the concentration of the IL-103 in the
700
unknown samples was then determined. Repre600
8co
a00
sentative data are shown in Figure 2.
The Predicta® Interleukin-18 Kit (Genzyme
5
Diagnostics, Cambridge, MA) contained a 9640
c 30
well microtiter plate with immobilized mouse
monoclonal antibody to IL-1p3. Aliquots (100 /L)
9 200
of sample (homogenous cell suspension) or
100
standard were added to each test well and in01
cubated, allowing any IL-1/3 present to bind to
control
HD
pretreated
pretreated
antibodies on the microtiter plate. The wells
(2mM)
arginine
arginine/
were washed and a rabbit polyclonal antibody
to IL-113 was added. This antibody was found FIG. 2. IL-13 activation of adult and neonatal NHEK
exposed to 1-2 mM HD. The IL-13 levels in cell suspensions (5 X 106 - 5 X 10 7 cells/mL) were mea-

sured using IL-1,3 Predicta® Human Cytokine and

A

~ QuantikineTM ELISA kits. (A) 100-t aliquots of adult
NHEK (2.6 X

10

7

cells/mL) as a function of IL-13

(pg/mL) produced in HD-exposed and nonexposed
B

f
g- 2.04

10.0 mT

C

FIG. 1.

controls. (B) 100-piL aliquots of neonatal NHEK
(8.3 X 106 cells/mL) as function of lL-1/3 (pg/mL) produced in HD-exposed and nonexposed controls. The
effect of Nw-nitro-L-arginine (L-NOARG) alone and
the combined effects of HD and L-NOARG on IL-113
expression by NHEK are also included in panel A
and panel B.

Low temperature (liquid nitrogen, 77 0 K) to the captured IL-1. After a subsequent incu-

EPR spectra recorded from NHEK suspensions (3.8 X
106 cells/mL). A: Control, nonexposed adult NHEK.

bation, the wells were washed and a peroxidase-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG reagent was

B: Adult NHEK exposed to 1 mM HD collected 18
hours post-HD exposure. C: Sample treated with NwNitro-L-arginine (L-NOARG) to final concentration of

added. This reagent attached to the polyclonal
ad
is reag e
che o the plat
antibody in the immune complex on the plate.

100 p.M. EPR conditions were magnetic field, 334.5
mT; modulation frequency, 100 kHz; microwave fre-

After a third wash, a substrate (peroxide) and
chromagen (tetramethylbenzidine) were added

quency, 9.475 GHz; microwave power, 10 mW; receiver gain, 5 X 105; modulation amplitude, 0.5 mT
and scan rate 0.62 mT/s.

to the wells, producing a blue color in the presence of the peroxidase enzyme. The color reaction was stopped by the addition of sulfuric
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acid, which changes the blue to yellow. The intensity of the yellow color was directly proportional to the amount of IL-13 present in the sample or standard. The absorbance of each well
was read at 450 nm and a standard curve was
constructed to quantitate IL-113 concentrations in
the cell samples. Results of several representative experiments are shown in Figure 2.
EPR spectroscopy experiments were performed using cell suspensions containing at least
5 X 106 keratinocyte cells/mL suspended in 1
mL of complete MCDB 153 media. The cells
were incubated at 37 0 C for an additional 18
hours in the presence or absence of 1 mM HD
or 50 to 100 /LM of L-NOARG at which time the
cells were isolated and frozen at -70'C. EPR
spectroscopy was performed at 77°K on the cell
suspensions using a Varian E-109 spectrometer
equipped with a X-band (9 GHz) microwave
bridge. The instrumental parameters at which
the EPR spectra were recorded are given in Figure 1.
The NHEK cells (HD-treated and untreated)
were centrifuged, and the supernates were separated and stored at -70'C for the N02- measurements while the pellets were resuspended
in saline buffer for other experiments. Cell suspensions were centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 10
minutes on a Beckman TJ-6 centrifuge. Two
methods were used to determine the concen-

series of standard nitrite (NaNO 2, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO; cat. no. S2252) solutions
on the Sievers 270 B and relating their concentration to chemiluminescence. Alternatively,
cells were removed from dry ice and allowed
to thaw at 25°C. Stock solution identified as A
(1% sulfanilamide (Sigma Chemical Co, cat. no.
S9251) was dissolved in 50% phosphoric acid
(w/v). Solution A was kept cold and wrapped
in aluminum foil. Solution identified as solution
B (0.1%N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine (Sigma
Chemical Co; cat. no. N9125)) was dissolved in
distilled water (w/v), kept cold and wrapped in
aluminum foil. Sodium nitrite standard was dissolved in distilled water and kept cold. Equal
amounts of standard (200 L) or sample containing solution A were mixed together for 1 to
10 minutes. An equal amount of solution B (200
/tL) was added. The mixture turned from pink
to purple. The microwell plate was then read in
a microplate reader set at 540 nm or 550 nm.
Control and standard curves were compared. In
either type of analysis all samples showed a
weak response. In addition, there was no significant difference between the controls (0.47
pmol/.L) and the HD-exposed (0.50 pmol/gL)
samples.

RESULTS

tration of nitrite (NO2-) as a decomposition

product of 'NO generated in NHEK suspensions
in the presence and absence (controls) of HD.
The first method made use of a Sievers 270 B
*NO Chemiluminescence Analyzer. This method
applies to either *NO or NO2- and is based on
the hypothesis that in biological systems *NO
decomposes into NO2. The N02- formed in
the sample is reconverted into *NO in a reaction chamber containing deaerated glacial acetic
acid and potassium iodide. The regenerated
'NO is carried over by an inert gas (argon or
helium) into another reaction chamber containing ozone. The reaction between ozone and
*NO luminesces, and the luminescence proportional to the concentration of °NO/NO2- present in the sample is measured. The concentration of N02- in the sample solutions is
determined from a calibration curve relating
NO2- concentration to chemiluminescence. The
calibration curve was constructed by running a

Adult NHEK exposed to HD and incubated
for 18 hours at 37°C induced the formation of
EPR-detectable signals (Fig. 1). The EPR spectra
in Figure 1 were obtained by freezing the samples to 77°K in liquid nitrogen after the incubation at 37°C for 18 hours. Figure 1A is the
control and represents the EPR spectrum obtained when adult NHEK were incubated in the
absence of HD and then frozen. However, adult
NHEK exposed to HD and incubated generate
the EPR spectrum shown in Figure lB. This EPR
spectrum has an approximate g-value of g =
2.04, which is similar to the g-values of known
reported iron-nitrosyl complexes suggesting the
formation of nitric oxide (*NO) (Corbett et al.,
1991). The observed EPR spectrum may originate directly from the formation of *NO or one
of the reactive nitrogen byproducts (NOx) generated in the biological decomposition of *NO.
Because this spectrum suggests that adult NHEK
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generate *NO during HD exposure, the cells
were incubated with HD in the presence of the
specific NOS inhibitor L-NOARG (Fukuto and
Chaudhuri, 1995) in order to confirm the production of *NO. The result from this experiment
is shown in Figure 1C. The result indicates that
the EPR spectrum shown in Figure 1B is not
generated when the cells are incubated with HD
in the presence of L-NOARG. This strongly suggests that *NO is produced when adult NHEK
are exposed to HD. Neonatal NHEK incubated
in the presence and absence of HD do not generate the EPR spectrum shown in Figure lB. It
is possible that if *NO is produced by neonatal
NHEK either in the unexpected controls or in
the HD-exposed cells, this *NO may originate
from another source and have a different function, thus rendering it unavailable to interact
with iron to form an iron-nitrosyl type complex
as seen in Figure lB. It is also conceivable that
low concentrations of *NO are always present
in neonatal NHEK. This concentration may be
too low to detect by EPR but high enough to
cause other types of biological effects (eg, cytokine expression).
It is of importance to establish what role the
production of *NO plays during exposure of
NHEK to HD. Previous reports have shown that
*NO is involved in immune/cytokine regulation
(Nathan and Xie, 1994). Furthermore, exposure
to HD causes blister formation as an immune
response to the action of HD. Therefore, to establish the role of 'NO plays during HD exposure, the effect that HD exposure has on cytokine regulation must be determined,
Initially the effect of HD on the production
of IL-1/3 was chosen because human skin keratinocytes express significant numbers of IL-1
receptors determined by the ELISA technique.
For this reason, the ELISA technique was performed on adult NHEK and neonatal NHEK (5 X
106 - 5 X 107 cells) exposed to HD (2 mM) and
incubated for 180 minutes at 370 C. This exposure time is sufficient to allow expression of a
significant quantity of IL-1/3. However, it is not
long enough to allow the cells (adult and neonatal) to go through a complete cycle and divide,
thus eliminating possible errors due to differences in cell turnover time (-21 hours for
neonatal NHEK and -24 hours for adult NHEK).
The HD concentration range was chosen be-
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cause it is generally observed that exposure to
approximately 1 mM HD causes formation of
microblisters while full blister formation occurs
after exposure to approximately 2 mM HD. The
results are shown in Figure 2. Adult NHEK exposed to HD (2 mM) show a significant increase
in the production of IL-1/3 (Fig. 2A). When these
cell suspensions are incubated with the specific
NOS inhibitor L-NOARG prior to the HD exposure, the production of IL-1/3 is decreased to the
level obtained for the cells (controls) not exposed to HD. In addition, the combined effects
of incubation with L-NOARG followed by exposure to HD slightly lowers the production of
IL-1/3 when compared to the cell suspensions
incubated with L-NOARG alone or to controls.
For neonatal NHEK exposed to HD (2 mM) the
production of IL-1j3 is decreased when compared with the cells (controls) not exposed to
HD (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, incubation of the
cell suspensions with L-NOARG alone also decreases the production of IL-1/3. In this case the
level of IL-1/3 produced is the same as the level
for HD exposed cells (Fig. 2B). The combined
effects of incubation with L-NOARG followed by
HD exposure are also shown in Fig. 2B. These
show a further decrease in the production of IL1/3 when compared with the controls and with
the cells exposed to HD alone or cells incubated
with L-NOARG alone. The concentration of IL1f3 per cell before and after exposure to HD or
treatment with L-NOARG is given in Table 1.
The data shows that the neonatal NHEK contain a significantly larger amount of IL-1/3 per
cell when compared with the adult NHEK.
The approximately tenfold difference in IL-1/3
concentration per cell in the untreated control
adult and neonatal NHEK can be attributed to
two reasons: 1) a continual higher level of IL1/3 in neonatal NHEK is required for the induction of growth factors for proliferation and other
structural proteins required for the normal keratinocyte development; and 2) the fully developed "NO-related immune pathways in adult
NHEK differs from the developing "NO-related
immune pathways in the neonatal NHEK. For
instance, the data (Fig. 2) show that the production of IL-1/3 is directly linked to the production of *NO. Therefore, it is possible that the
adult NHEK contain a low concentration of the
constitutive form of NOS (cNOS), but have the
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TABLE 1. CONCENTRATION OF INTERLEUKIN-lf PER CELL

Cell type

na

(pg/cell) X 106

(pg/cell) X 106

(pg/cell) X 106

L-NOARG + HD
(pg/cell) X 106

Adult
Neonatal

3
3

9.64
93.41

25.14
59.20

9.50
56.85

7.20
32.04

Control

HD

L-NOARG

an = number of experiments. All columns are the average over number of experiments.

capability of rapidly producing iNOS, which is
activated immediately on the presence of a foreign toxic substance. Alternatively, the neonatal
NHEK contain mainly the cNOS and thus require only small concentrations of iNOS. This
would mean that adult NHEK produce iNOS on
demand in the presence of a foreign toxic substance (HD in this case) generating the *NO that
triggers the observed increase in IL-1f3 production. However, neonatal NHEK contain a steady
concentration of cNOS that is continuously producing low levels *NO that in turn triggers the
observed higher level production of IL-13. Although the adult and neonatal NHEK appear to
contain different forms of NOS enzyme, both
types of cells are affected in the same manner
by the specific NOS inhibitor L-NOARG even
though both types of cells (adult and neonatal)
react in an opposite manner when exposed to
HD.
The lower yield of IL-13 (Fig. 2B) when
neonatal NHEK are exposed to HD as compared
with unexposed controls is possibly due to the
interaction of HD with the cell surface. It is possible that activation of cNOS and iNOS originates from different receptors on the cell surface. Therefore, because neonatal NHEK appear
to contain only cNOS, it is likely that the interaction of HD with the cell surface would interfere with the continuous production of 'NO and
IL-1f3 (Fig. 2B). This is consistent with the fact
that no EPR signal is observed for HD-exposed
neonatal NHEK when suspensions of these cells
were run in the same manner as the adult NHEK
(Fig. 1). However, the reason for not observing
an EPR signal in the unexposed controls remains
unclear at this time. These observations are consistent with previous studies (Hunyadi et al.,
1992), which suggest that the surface characteristics of NHEK are continuously changing. These

modulations reflect the stage of differentiation
and activation of the NHEK. Thus, the NHEK in
various stages of differentiation have distinct sets
of surface moieties that are expressed in different manners (Fig. 2).
There is one thing that is clear from the results in Figure 2 and that is the dependence of
the production of IL-13 in adult and neonatal
NHEK on the generation of *NO. This establishes *NO as an effector molecule in cytokine
regulation especially in the case of IL-1f3. This
fact is supported by the observation that when
the production of *NO is blocked by the specific NOS inhibitor (L-NOARG) the production
of IL-1/3 is also terminated. The results suggest
that the production of *NO by the NHEK serves
as a direct IL-1 converting enzyme activator or
that 'NO formed triggers a signal at the cell
membrane that activates the IL-1 converting enzyme.
The fate of the *NO generated by the NHEK
after activating the IL-1f3 system remains to be
addressed. The *NO generated by cells usually
decomposes into N0 2 -. However, there was no
difference in the concentration of N02- measured in the controls (0.47 pmol/XL) and HDexposed (0.50 pmol//t) NHEK. These results
suggest that 1) N02- is not formed during cell
exposure to HD, and 2) the *NO generated
forms another reactive nitrogen species. Because
chloride (Cl-) is released on dissolution of HD
in aqueous environments, it is possible that the
reactive nitrogen species formed is NOC. NOC1
is a DNA alkylating agent that is consistent with
the known biological action of HD. Alternatively, although N02- or nitrous acid (HNO 2) is
known to cause transitional mutations on DNA,
there are no available reports that NO2-/HNO 2
act on DNA as alkylating agents.
In addition, NOCI and *NO react with he-
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moglobin yielding the EPR spectra shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A represents the reaction of NOCI
with hemoglobin and Figure 3B represents the
reaction of a solution of dissolved ONO with hemoglobin (1 X 10- 4 M). Both these EPR spectra have similar g-values to the one observed in
Figure lB. However, in Figure 3A the NOC1 was
generated chemically in a reaction vessel and
then carried over with an inert gas (nitrogen)
and bubbled through hemoglobin (1 X 10- 4 M)
solution. The hemoglobin solution containing
the NOCI was rapidly frozen at 771K in liquid
nitrogen prior to obtained its EPR spectrum.
Therefore, it is possible that EPR spectrum in
Figure 1B does not originate from the direct interaction of ONO with some type of porphyrincontaining molecule, but via the interaction with
NOCL with the porphyrin-containing molecule.
This being the case, the EPR spectrum (Fig. 1C)

A

10.0 mT

g 2.
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would not be observed in the presence of the
NOS inhibitor L-NOARG because 'NO is required to react with the C1- originating from the
HD.

DISCUSSION
The presence of Cl- from the dissociation of
HD and ONO production or one of its active nitrogen byproducts (NO.) during the expression
of IL-1f3 may feasibly generate the highly reactive alkylating agent NOC:
Cl- + NO, --> NOC1
(2)
Nitosyl Chlorde
The Gibbs energy of formation of NOCI is energetically feasible (Williams, 1988). Nitrosyl
chloride can nitrosylate organic compounds directly, and therefore its presence poses two dangers: 1) it is a strong oxidant, and 2) nitrosylation leads to compounds that are often
If the substrate concentration is sufficient to ensure that its rate of reaction is much greater than
the hydrolysis of NOC1 then NOC1 formation is
rate-limiting. In quantitative terms, this occurs
when K2[RNH 2] > > KI[H 20] (reactions 3-5).
HNO 2 + H 3O +

-

H 2NO 2+ + Cl- K

H 2NO 2 + + H 20

(3)

NOC1 + H 20

(4)

RN2+ -> RC1

(5)

K-1

NOC1 + RNH 2 -

EReictrm o-

A hypothetical model consistent with the results is shown in Figure 4. Both adult and
neonatal NHEK conform to this scheme under
normal circumstances. However, because of the
suggested difference in the NOS-type (inducible
or constitutive) in these cells, their reaction to
HD exposure is quite different. In terms of IL-

erated NOCI,and (B) dissolved ONO.EPR conditions
were magnetic field, 334.5 mT; modulation frequency, 100 kHz; microwave frequency, 9.475 GHz;
microwave power, 10 mW; receiver gain, 1.25 X 104;
modulation amplitude, 1.0 mT and scan rate 0.833
mT/s.

skin do not express significant numbers of IL-1
receptors. The resting keratinocyte can be in an
"activated" or "refractory" state. The IL-13 receptor expression is associated with the active
state of the keratinocyte and requires an outside

FIg3low

aftempreaturewit ()

hemoglobin after reaction with (A) chemically gen-

1j3 production, "resting" keratinocytes in normal
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0 0

Keratinocyte0

Activated
Keaioct0

0

NOCI

IL-1 Receptor Expression

IL-1 Release

o

Cell damage/

DNA Alkylation

ELCF

Rerctr0
Keratinocyte

0

Downregulation of
IL- aionLR f

GM-CSF

G-CSF

MDNCF
Effector
Keratinocyte

M-CSF

Proliferation

IL-6

Type IV Collagen
Production

FIG. 4. Hypothetical model of keratinocyte activation. The cellular activation of keratinocytes that follows
the binding of IL-1 to its cell-surface causes gene expression of various products including interleukin-6
(IL-6), granulocyte (G), macrophage (M) and GM colony-stimulating factors (CSFs), epidermal-derived lymphocyte chemotactic factor (ELCF) and mononuclear cell-derived neutrophil chemotactic factor (MDNCF).
Other consequences of IL-1 binding to its receptor include proliferation, chemotaxis, and type IV collagen
production. Adapted from Kupper (1990).

stimulus to express the receptor and generate
IL-1j3. Exposure to HD causes adult NHEK to
go into the activated state generating *NO,
which in turn activates the IL-113 receptors causing the production of IL-1/3. The production of
IL-1/3 triggers a series of other events in the keratinocyte (effector state). These observations are
consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2A. The
neonatal NHEK are continuously producing
higher levels of *NO and IL-1f8. Therefore, these
cells are always in a resting, activated, or effector state. However, when neonatal NHEK are
exposed to HD the cells go directly into the refractory state either from the resting state or the
effector state. In the refractory state the IL-1 receptors are downregulated consistent with the

results in Figure 2B. In both cases NOC1 could
be produced leading to cell damage and DNA
alkylation.
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Triclloroethylene radicals generated by
ionizing radiation. An EPR/spin trapping
study
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Trichloroethylene (TCE) was exposed in the presence of
the spin trap N-tert-butyl-ce-phenyl nitrone (PBN, 0.1 M)to
ionizing radiation from two different sources in an attempt
to determine the origin of the spin-trapped radicals
generating the EPR spectra in precision cut liver slices.
TCE samples were irradiated with 18 MeV electrons to a
total dose of 1000 Gy in a linear accelerator (LINAC) or
exposed to 6 Co v-rays to total doses of 100 Gy and
1000 Gy. The results show that three PBN adducts were
generated during the LINAC radiations. Two of these spin
adducts correspond to the addition of carbon-centered
radicals to PBN, and the third adduct is consistent with a
decomposition product of PBN. The predominant carbonentered radical yields a PBN adduct that is more stable,
persists for over 24 h and has identical hyperfine coupling
constants (aN=1.61 mT, aulO=0.325 mT) to the PBN adduct
obtained when precision-cut liver slices were exposed to

constants (aN=l.45 mT and aN=1. 5 4 mT). The results (yradiation) suggest that the carbon-centered radical is
formed on a single TCE carbon that is different than the
predominant radical formed during LINAC radiations.
This difference is confirmed by experiments using "3 CTCE. The results furthersuggest that, during y-radiation of
TCE, the radicals are formed by dechlorination at the TCE
carbon containing two chlorine atoms. The results
obtained during LINAC radiations suggest that the
predominant radical is formed by dechlorination at the
TCE carbon containing a single chlorine and a single
proton. In addition, it is possible that this radical is the
initial TCE radical formed during exposure of liver slices
to TCE.

PBN

Keywords: free radicals; trichloroethylene; EPR; spin trapping;

TCE. Gamma

radiation (100 Gy) of TCE yields

adducts with lower primary nitrogen hyperfine coupling

ionizing radiation

Introduction
Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a degreasing agent and
an environmental contaminant. The management of
solid waste containing 0.5 mg/L TCE (CAS No. 7901-6) is controlled through the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 1976. RCRA involves
very specific rules for the generation, transportation, treatment, storage, or disposal of TCE waste.
These rules are required for TCE because in vivo
experiments have determined that TCE has a
characteristic toxicity in rodents, and the data have
been used by regulatory agencies to assess human
and environmental risks. 1,2
The experimental information on the extent to
which TCE-induced adverse effects in rodents is
due to the parent TCE compound, TCE metabolites,
interaction of TCE with biological membranes, or a
combination of these effects remains a major
challenge in toxicological studies.3 12
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Recent in vitro liver slice studies suggested that
metabolism of TCE involves free radical pathways."
Free radicals are compounds containing an unpaired electron and their reactions occur naturally
in biological systems. 14 -1 9 In the normally functioning cell free radical levels are balanced, however,
when this balance is altered a chain of events can
occur that lead to deleterious effects." Based on
studies with chloral hydrate, the ultimate deleterious effects of TCE-induced free radicals are
assumed to be lipid peroxidation.20 Lipid peroxidation can be estimated by measuring conjugated
dienes or malondialdehyde.1 ,2 ,2 A recent report
indicated that the formation of conjugated dienes in
liver slices exposed to various concentrations of
TCE was directly related to the formation of free
radicals."3 However, in this report only the formation of free radicals was shown, but their origin was
not elucidated due to the large number of possibilities that exists when attempting to determine free
radicals generated in the liver. The objective of this
study was to better understand the process leading
to the generation of free radicals detected in the

liver. For this reason the focus of the present study
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is to generate TCE radicals under controlled
conditions using ionizing radiation and compare
them to those observed in tissue experiments. The
aim is to determine the initial TCE radicals formed.
To accomplish this, the techniques of electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy/spin
trapping were uged.23'24 Spin traps are usually
nitroso or nitrone compounds that give stable
nitroxide radicals as adducts.' 4 5 Stable nitroxide
formation allows spin traps to be used as probes of
radical reactions as well as detection by EPR
spectroscopy.
Free radicals can be generated by hydrolysis,
heat, radiation, ultrasound, and enzyme cataly-

Preparation of the liver slices and the Waymouth's medium is also described in a previous
report. 3 Spin adduct EPR spectra were obtained
immediately after dissolution into the Waymouth's medium.
13 C-labeled TCE solutions (> 99% TCE; 99.3 atom
% 13 C) containing PBN (0.1 M) were irradiated with
enCo y-rays to a total dose of 100 Gy, and their EPR
spectra were obtained directly from the irradiated
solutions.
EPR is a magnetic resonance technique which
gives information on the molecular environment
surrounding an unpaired electron (e.g. free radicals,
transition metals) by measuring the effect of a

sis.,,25,26 In this study, ionizing radiation was used

magnetic field on the unpaired electron. Since the

to induce free radicals of the parent TCE compound,
and the radicals detected were compared to the
radicals detected in the bathing solution of liver
slices incubated in vitro in the presence of TCE.

electron and nuclei act as small magnets, the
interaction of external magnetic field with the
unpaired electron is affected by the neighboring
nuclei. Therefore, each species being measured
yields a different EPR spectrum. In general free
radicals are highly reactive and short lived and
cannot be measured directly in solution by EPR.
However, in this case the technique of spin trapping
is used. Spin trapping consists of reacting a short
lived free radical with a spin trap, usually a nitrone
or nitroso compound, to yield a longer lived
nitroxide radical (spin adduct) which can be
measured and identified by EPR.
All EPR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
ESP300E spectrometer or a Varian E-109 X-band
spectrometer at a 100 kHz magnetic field modulation. Unless otherwise stated, the magnetic field
was set at 335.0 mT, microwave frequency
9.51 GHz, microwave power 20 mW, modulation
amplitude 0.1 mT, time constant 0.5 s, scan time
4 min and scan range 10.0 mT. Spectral parameters
were obtained by computer simulation generating
theorectical EPR spectra that matched the experimental spectra.

Materials and methods
TCE and N-tert-butyl-cx-phenyl nitrone (PBN) were
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc. Milwaukee, WI. Randomly labeled 3C-TCE (,-50% '2 C
label at each TCE carbon) was obtained from CDN
Isotopes, Quebec, Canada.
PBN was dissolved at a concentration of 0.1 M in
TCE (>99%) and irradiated in a linear accelerator
(LINAC) with 18 MeV electrons to a total dose of
1000 Gy. PBN solutions in TCE (>99%) were also
irradiated in a 6°Co gamma source to total doses of
100 and 1000 Gy.
Energy deposition into the sample from the
ionizing radiation causes bond cleavage. This
creates TCE radicals that subsequently yield spin
adducts following their reaction with PBN. The TCE
samples were exposed to pulsed 18 MeV electrons
generated in the LINAC (1000 Gy total dose) and to
y-rays generated in a "0Co source (1000 Gy total
dose). Although the total radiation dose (1000 Gy)
delivered to the sample is the same from the LINAC
and the "°Co source, it must be noted that LINAC
radiation is pulsed electrons, and the total dose is
the average dose over all pulses delivered to the
sample. At any given pulse a much great instantaneous dose may be delivered to the sample. This
greater instantaneous dose may cause different
effects than those caused by 6°Co y-radiation. In this
case, the radiation field was homogeneous and
continuous in delivering the total dose at a specific
dose rate.
The irradiated samples were evaporated to
dryness under a stream of nitrogen and then
dissolved in Waymouth's MB 752/1 medium
(Gibco Lab. Grand Island, NY) to mimic the
environment of the spin adducts generated in
the presence of liver slices described elsewhere. 3

Results
TCE was exposed in the presence of PBN (0.1 M) to
ionizing radiation from two different sources in an
attempt to determine the origin of the spin-trapped
radicals generating the EPR spectra in precision cut
liver slices. Exposure of precision-cut liver slices to
TCE in the presence of the spin trap PBN generated an
EPR spectrum consisting of two superimposed spin
adduct EPR spectra which have been described elsewhere.13 In that report, the more intense spin adduct
EPR spectrum was computer simulated using the
hyperfine coupling constants aN=1. 6 1 mT and
aHl=0.325 mT. For the less intense spin adduct
EPR spectrum a small primary nitrogen hyperfine
coupling was observed, however, no computer
simulation was possible for that spectrum due to
the weak nature of the EPR signals.
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The EPR spectrum obtained after LINAC radiation (1000 Gy) of the TCE samples is shown in
Figure la. The irradiated samples were evaporated
to dryness under a stream of nitrogen and the
residual powder containing the PBN adducts was
dissolved in Waymouth's medium used in the
experiments with the liver slices.' 3 The EPR
spectrum (Figure la) consists of three superimposed spin adduct EPR spectra. Figure lb shows the
computer-generated EPR spectrum that matches the
experimental EPR spectrum in Figure la. This
spectrum was obtained by addition of the computer-generated EPR spectra used to stimulate each of
the PBN spin adducts formed.
A

(a)

Ayielding

A

AB,C

A

1C

B,C
Bspectrum
C

B

1.0
,

,-,

values obtained for the predominant spin adduct
generated when liver slices are exposed to TCE.
This strongly suggests that the spin adducts
generating the EPR spectrum labeled B in Figure
la and in the liver slices originated from the same
TCE radical."
The third spin adduct identified is labeled C in
Figure la also consists of a triplet of doublets. It
is weak in nature and was computer simulated
using hyperfine coupling constants aN=1. 5 4 mT
and aH#=0.43 mT. It is possible that this TCE
adduct corresponds to the low intensity adduct
observed in the precision-cut liver slices exposed

(b)

B

(C)

The first spin adduct identified consists of a
1: 2: 2: 1 quartet labeled A in Figure la. The
1: 2: 2: 1 quartet indicates that the unpaired electron interacts equally or similarly with the nuclei of
primary nitrogen and secondary hydrogen; it is
computer simulated using hyperfine coupling constants aN=aH#=1.41 mT. These values are consistent
with the reported values for the reduction product
of the nitroso spin trap 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane
(MNP).142, 7 This spin adduct originates from the
decomposition of PBN or by a rearrangement of a
PBN spin adduct producing a tert-butyl amynoxyl
group. Addition of a proton to the aminoxyl
nitrogen yielded the reduction product of the
nitroso spin trap MNP. Decomposition of PBN
the tert-butyl aminoxyl group has been
et a]., in the reaction
observed previously by2Arroyo
7
of PBN with phosgene.
The second spin adduct identified yields the
EPR spectrum labeled B in Figure la. This EPR
consists of a triplet of doublets indicating that the unpaired nitroxide electron is interacting with the nuclei of a primary nitrogen and
using
a f-hydrogen. It is computer simulated
hyperfine
coupling constants, aN=1. 6 1 mT and
0
aH =0.325 mT. These values are identical to the

B

to TCE."1

B

B IThe

(d)

triplet of doublets with labeled B in Figure la
is persistent and decays slightly over a period of
24 h. Figure ic shows the remaining EPR spectrum
obtained after the sample used in Figure la was left
at room temperature for 24 h. The computer
simulation for this stable spin adduct was obtained
using hyperfine coupling constants aN=1.61 mT and
aH=0.325 mT (Figure id). These values were
identified to those used to simulate the EPR spectra

Figure 1 (a) EPR spectrum of PBN spin adducts obtained after
irradiation of TCE with 18 MeV electrons in the LINAC. Sample
was irradiated and immediately dried under a stream of nitrogen
and then redissolved in Waymouth's medium; (A), (B) and (C)
show three different spin adducts identified. (b) Computersimulation that best matches the experimental spectrum in (a).
This theorectical spectrum was obtained by the addition of three
theorectical spectra that best match the EPR of the individual

adducts. (c) EPR spectrum obtained after the sample in (a) was
left at room temperature for 24 h. (d) Computer simulation of
spectrum in (c) See Table 1 for spin adducts labeled a, b and c.

in Figure la and to those from the EPR spectra
3
generated by liver slices exposed to TCE." Because
the hyperfine coupling constants for the EPR spectra
in Figures la and c are equal suggests that no
rearrangement occurs over time to form other
possible spin adducts.
TCE exposed in the presence of PBN to yirradiation (1000 Gy) generated the spin adduct
EPR spectrum in Figure 2a. Similar to the weak
EPR spectrum in Figure 1, this EPR spectrum
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consists of a triplet of doublets and is computer
simulated using hyperfine coupling constants
aN=1.54 mT and aH,=0.43 mT (Figure 2b). Since
only the spin adduct with hyperfine coupling
constants aN=1. 5 4 mT and aHf=0.4 3 mT was observed in both the LINAC (Figure 1) and gamma
(Figure 2) radiation experiments, it was assumed
that these spin adducts have the same origin and
were formed on the same TCE carbon atom.
However, since the prominent triplet of doublets
(aN=1.61 mT and aH#=0. 3 25 mT) in Figure 1 was
only formed in the LINAC radiation and not
during the y-radiation of TCE (Figure 2), the
results suggested that the triplet of doublets
observed in Figure 2a and the triplet of doublets
observed in Figure la and c originated from
radicals formed on different TCE carbons. Because
of the nature of the TCE molecule, it is. conceivable that various TCE radicals could be
formed during exposure of this molecule to
ionizing radiation. However, no transformation is
observed over time in the EPR spectra consisting
of triplet of doublets in Figures la and 2a,
suggesting therefore that the spin adducts observed are chemically the most stable forms
originating from any of the possible progenitor

cC
(a
(a)

1.0 mT

I-4I1different
(b)

TCE radicals. Figure 2c shows the EPR spectrum
recorded 24 h after measurement of the sample
which yielded the EPR spectrum in Figure 2a.
This EPR spectrum (Figure 2c) consists of two
superimposed spin adduct EPR spectra. One
formed a triplet of doublets which was computer-simulated using the same hyperfine coupling
constants (aN=1.54 mT, aHf=0.43 mT) as those used
to simulate the EPR spectrum in Figure 2a. The
second spin adduct consisted of a 1: 2: 2: 1 quartet
and is simulated using hyperfine coupling constants aN=aHP=1.41 mT. Similar to the case observed in Figure la, this 1:2:2:1 quartet
originated from the decomposition of PBN or a
PBN adduct yielding the tert-butyl aminoxyl-type
radical corresponding to the reduction product of
2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane. The 1: 2 :2 :1 quartet
in Figure 2c is not formed immediately during the
radiation of the TCE samples as occurred in the
experiments described in Figure 1. The immediate
observation of the 1: 2: 2: 1 quartet (Figure la)
after LINAC radiation and its appearance over
time after y-irradiation (Figure 2c) make it unlikely
that this quartet originated solely from the
decomposition of PBN. For this reason, the results
suggested that the 1: 2: 2: 1 quartet may be formed
as a by-product of PBN adduct decomposition,
during PBN adduct rearrangement, or both. This
was supported by the observed decay of the triplet
of doublets in Figure 2a and the simultaneous
appearance of the 1: 2: 2: 1 quartet (Figure 2c),
suggesting that the 1:2:2:1 quartet is formed
during decomposition of the spin adduct generating the triplet of doublets in Figures 2a and c. In
addition, it must be noted that the samples were
irradiated to an equal total dose in the LINAC and
in the 60Co source (1000 Gy) but generated
final spin adducts that do not interconvert over time from one to the other. This

strongly supported the notion that the initial TCE
radicals generated in both types of radiation
experiments are different. Since TCE contains
only two carbon atoms, a simple explanation for
the above observations is that the initial radicals
are formed predominantly on different TCE carbon
atoms.

C
M

C

Additional information regarding the nature of
the initial TCE radicals formed is obtained when
this chemical was exposed to a lower dose of y-

cC
A

Figure 2 (a) EPR spectrum obtained after y-radiation (1000 Gy)
of TCE in the presence of PBN (0.1 M). Sample was irradiated

and immediately dried under a stream of nitrogen then
dissolved in Waymouth's medium. (b) Computer simulation
that best matches the spectrum in (a). (c) EPR spectrum after
the sample in (a) was left at room temperature for 24 h. See
Table 1 for spin adducts labeled A and C.

radiation. Figure 3a shows the EPR spectrum
obtained when TCE containing PBN (0.1 M) was
exposed to y-radiation at a total dose of 100 Gy. The
computer simulation of the experimental spectrum
(Figure 3a) is shown in Figure 3b and was obtained

using hyperfine coupling constants aN=1. 4 5 mT and
aHf=0.32 mT. These parameters are different from
the hyperfine coupling constants (aN=1.54 mT and
aHP=0.43 mT) used to simulate the triplet of
doublets (Figure 2a) obtained after y-radiation
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Figure 3 EPR spectra obtained after -radiation (100 Gy) of TCE
in the presence of PBN. (a) EPR spectrum recorded following
radiation, drying sample with a stream of nitrogen and
dissolving in Waymouth's medium. (b) Computer simulation
that best matches the experimental spectrum in (a). c) Spectrum
recorded 24 h after radiation. (d)Computer simulation that best
matches the experimental spectrum in (c). See Table 1 for spin
adducts labeled C and D.
Table 1

(1000 Gy) of TCE. Figure 3c shows the EPR
spectrum obtained for the sample 24 h after
the spectrum in Figure 3a. The EPR
spectrum in Figure 3c consists of two superimposed spin adduct EPR spectra. One of the spin
adducts was simulated using hyperfine coupling
constants aN=1. 4 5 mT and aH t=0. 3 2 mT (Figure
3d), corresponding to the spin adduct described
in Figure 3a. The second spin adduct was
computer-simulated using hyperfine coupling constants a,=1.54 mT and aH9=0.43 mT (Figure 3d).
Figure 3d consists of the EPR spectrum obtained
after adding the computer-simulated EPR spectra
that best match the experimental EPR spectrum in
Figure 3c. The hyperfine coupling constants
aN=1.54 mT and a2f=0.43 mT (Figure 3d) are
identical to those used to simulate EPR spectrum
in Figure 2a, suggesting that these adducts are the
same. Therefore, the observed loss in intensity in
EPR spectrum in Figures 3a and c (aN=1.45 mT
and ad=0.32 mT) and the increase in intensity of
the additional spin adduct EPR spectrum
(aN=1.54 mT and aH#=0.43 mT) (Figure 3c),
strongly suggested that over time the spin adduct
generating the EPR spectrum in Figure 3a is
rearranged to the spin adduct observed in Figure
The results in Figure 2 do not show any further
rearrangement of the spin adduct (aN=1.54 mT and
al 0=0.43 mT) and suggested that this was chemically the more stable adduct. It is possible that the
higher deposition of energy into the TCE from 7radiation (1000 Gy) was sufficient for this adduct
to be formed directly or possibly making the
initial TCE adduct (Figure 3a) observed at
100 Gy more unstable and prone to decomposition.
The data suggests that the single spin adduct
obtained during y-radiation of TCE (Figure 2a)
corresponds to the spin adduct obtained during
LINAC radiation (Figure 1), which yielded the
weaker triplet of doublets EPR spectrum. It is also

EPR parameters of PBN-TCE spin adducts
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'Proposed structures based on EPR data and nature of the TCE molecule. bLiver slices exposed to TCE (taken from Reference 13).
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possible that this spin adduct corresponds to the
spin adduct generating the weak EPR signal
appearing as shoulders in the EPR spectra
obtained from the exposure of liver slices to
TCE. 13 In this case it was not possible to simulate
the weak EPR signals formed during exposure of
liver slices to TCE. However, the spectra were
similar in having a lower primary nitrogen
hyperfine coupling constant (aN=1.54 mT for yradiation) when compared to the prominent triplet
of doublets observed during liver slice exposure to
TCE (aN=1.61 mT). The EPR parameters for the
various TCE radicals observed are summarized in
Table 1.

1.0 ml

Further information to verify TCE radical
formation at a single carbon when exposed to yradiation can be obtained using 13C-labeled TCE.
Since the purpose of these experiments was to
support the notion that y-radiation generated a
radical only on one of the TCE carbons, it was not
necessary to evaporate the samples to dryness and
dissolve them in the Waymouth's medium. The
results in Figure 4 were obtained following yradiation of randomly labeled 13C-TCE in the
presence of PBN. Figure 4a consists of two
superimposed PBN spin adduct EPR spectra.
One is a triplet of doublets which originated from
an adduct formed by the addition of a nonlabeled
TCE carbon atom to PBN. This EPR spectrum was
simulated using hyperfine coupling constants
aN=1.42 mT and aH'=0.39 mT. The second spin
adduct consisted of a triplet of quartets due to the
interaction of the unpaired nitroxide electron with
the nucleus of a #-hydrogen and the nucleus of a
f- 13 C atom (Ic=1/2). This spin adduct EPR
spectrum was simulated using hyperfine coupling
and
aHl=0.39 mT,
constants
aN=1. 4 2 mT,
a 13c=0.78 mT. Because the TCE was randomly
labeled (approximately 50% label at each TCE
carbon), a single triplet of quartets is consistent
with the trapping of a radical formed on a single
TCE carbon during y-radiation. Since both TCE

(a)

1.0 mT

(d)(b)

Figure 4 (a) EPR spectrum obtained after y-radiation (100 Gy)
of 3 C-labeled TCE in the presence of PBN. This spectrum was
recorded in TCE immediately following irradiation. (b) Computer simulation that best matches the experimental EPR spectrum
in (a). This spectrum was obtained by addition of the spectra in
(c) and (d), which illustrate the computer simulations that best
match the EPR of the individual spin adducts identified in (a).

Figure 5 EPR spectra of TCE (a) and 13C-labeled TCE (b)
recorded with identical instrumental parameters immediately
following y-radiation. (100 Gy) in the presence of PBN. Both
spectra were recorded in TCE.
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carbons contain different substituents and therefore are chemically different, if radical formation
occurred on either TCE carbon during -radiation
it would be expected that dechlorination and
radical formation would yield an EPR spectrum
containing two distinct triplets of quartets (different 13C hyperfine interactions). The first triplet of
quartets would correspond to one TCE carbon
while the second triplet of quartets would
correspond to the other TCE carbon. However,
since this is not the case and only a single triplet
of quartets was observed, the result in Figure 4a
strongly suggests that dechlorination and radical
formation occurs at a single carbon during yradiation. It is also important to note that each
component in Figure 4a has approximately equal
intensity and that the combined intensity of both
spin adduct EPR spectra (Figure 4a) was approximately equal to the intensity of the EPR spectrum
obtained under the same conditions during Tradiolysis of the unlabeled TCE (Figure 5). The
results in Figures 4 and 5 strongly support TCE
radical formation on a single carbon during
exposure to y-radiation. Furthermore, the results
from the y-radiation experiments (Figures 3-5)
showed that the TCE radical was not formed on
the same carbon atom as the radical generating
the predominant spin adduct in the media bathing
the liver slices and during the LINAC radiation
(Figure 1).

compete for the progenitor radical and the radical
product. This would yield two different spin adduct
EPR spectra, although both spin adducts may have
originated from radical formation on a single TCE
carbon. However, these possibilities are unlikely
due to the formation of a single spin adduct
observed when TCE is exposed to v-radiation
(Figure 2), in addition to this spin adduct
corresponding to one of the spin adducts obtained
in LINAC radiation. Therefore, the results suggest
that radicals are formed independently on both TCE
carbons by dechlorination and depend on the type
of radiation to which the TCE solutions are
exposed.
Initial dechlorination induced by ionizing radiation can generate two different TCE radicals
(Equations 1 and 2, See below).
The formation of two different PBN-TCE spin
adducts (Figure 1) during the LINAC radiation is
consistent with initial dechlorination occurring
at both the TCE carbon atoms. It should be
expected that the reaction of PBN with the
radical formed in equation 1 would generate a
spin adduct with no chlorine (only a double
bond) in the proximity of the nitroxide group.
The absence of a chlorine (with electron withdrawing properties) in the immediate vicinity of
the nitroxide would allow a greater interaction
between the unpaired nitroxide electron and the
nitrogen nucleus. A larger interaction of the
unpaired nitroxide electron with the nitrogen
nucleus translates into a larger primary nitrogen
hyperfine coupling constant. On the other hand,
the reaction of PBN with the radical formed in
equation 2 would yield a spin adduct in which
the unpaired nitroxide electron is shifted away
from the nitrogen due to the electron withdrawing properties of the neighboring chlorine
and the double bond. This being the case, the
interaction of the unpaired nitroxide electron

Discussion
It is conceivable that the LINAC radiation of TCE
generates a single primary TCE radical that may
rearrange through its own instability by a reaction
with some other component in the solution (e.g.,
oxygen). If this were the case, secondary radical
products would be generated allowing PBN to

H
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+

Cl

C

H

Cl

H

Cl
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Cl

Cl
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with the nitrogen nucleus would be decreased,

The slight increase in the primary nitrogen hyper-

therefore generating a spin adduct EPR spectrum

fine from aN=l. 4 5 mT to aN=l. 5 4 mT as observed in

with smaller primary nitrogen hyperfine coupling
constants. Therefore, it is concluded that the
PBN adduct trapped and simulated with the

equation 4, is consistent with the breaking of the
C=C double bond, leaving only the chlorine to pull
the unpaired electron away from the nitroixde

larger nitrogen coupling, aN=i. 6 1 mT, originates

nitrogen.

from the reaction of H'C=CCI2 with PBN (Equation 1) and is the predominant radical observed
when exposing liver slices to TCE. It is
concluded for the reasons given above that the
spin adduct EPR spectra simulated using a
nitrogen coupling, aN=l. 4 5 mT, correspond to
the single PBN adduct formed during y-radiolysis
(100 Gy) of TCE (Figure 3a). This adduct
originates from the reaction of the ClHC=C*Cl
radical with PBN (Equation 2). The above
adducts may be stable in an aprotic environment; however, both adducts formed in the
reaction of PBN and the radical products in
equations 1 and 2 appear to be unstable in an
aqueous environment and possibly rearrange as
seen in Figure 3c and d. This rearrangement
which is formally a reduction yields the final
products observed in Figures 1-3 and in
equations 3 and 4. Based on the EPR data and
the nature of the TCE molecule the proposed
structures for the PBN adducts (labeled B, C, D,
in Table 1) are given in equations 3 and 4 (see
below),

Assignment of the H*C=CCI2 radical (Equation 1)
as the initial and predominant radical generated
during exposure of the liver slices to TCE appears
reasonable for various reasons. This vinyl-type
radical should be sufficiently reactive to abstract
a hydrogen atom from a polyunsaturated fatty acid
to initiate the previously observed conjugated
diene formation.15 Conjugated diene formation is
initiated by the interaction of a primary radical
with a polyunsaturated fatty acid in the membrane.15 The primary radical (e.g., hydroxyl, alkoxyl, peroxyl, alkyl) must be sufficiently reactive to
abstract a hydrogen atom from the polyunsaturated
fatty acid. In addition the vinyl-type radical
(Equation 1) could rapidly react with oxygen
forming a peroxyl-type radical that could also be
responsible for initiating the reactions leading to
the formation of the previously measured conjugated dienes.15 It is also possible that such a TCE
peroxyl-type intermediate may be the initial
intermediate leading to the formation of various
known TCE metabolites such as trichloroethanol
and trichloroacetic acid.
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ABSTRACT
The effects of sublethal (7.75 Gy) 61Co gamma radiation exposure on endogenous bone marrow and splenic
interleukin-la (IL-la), IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) mRNA and protein levels were assayed in
B6 D 2 F1 female mice. Bone marrow and spleen were harvested from normal and irradiated mice on days 2, 4,
7, 10, and 14 postexposure, and cytokine mRNA levels were determined by reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) and Southern blot analysis. IL-la mRNA levels were significantly increased in bone
marrow at days 2 and 4 postirradiation and at day 7 in spleen compared with controls. Postirradiation IL-6
mRNA levels showed a significant increase at day 2 in bone marrow and at days 7 and 10 in spleen. TNF-a
mRNA levels exhibited a significant increase at day 2 postirradiation in bone marrow, but in spleen no difference between control and irradiated samples was observed on any day postirradiation. Interestingly, there
were no significant differences in the cytokine protein levels in postirradiation bone marrow, spleen, or serum
when compared with normal controls.

INTRODUCTION
(IL-1), IL-6, AND TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR
(TNF) are multifunctional cytokines involved in the regulation of hematopoiesis as well as immune and inflammatory responses. Hematopoiesis is a complex developmental process
that is intricately regulated by the interaction of a variety of
positive and negative growth factors. Although IL-I and IL-6
alone do not stimulate the in vitro proliferation of hematopoietic cells, they can synergize with other colony-stimulating factors to induce proliferation of hematopoietic progenitor
cells.0l 2) TNF-a, alone or in combination with interferon, has
been shown to inhibit in vitro hematopoiesis. (3 ) A number of cell
types, including macrophages/monocytes, T cells, B cells, keratinocytes, and endothelial cells, are able to synthesize and release these cytokines. (4,5) These cytokines can be stimulated in
vitro by a variety of stimuli, including lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
and radiation. (6- 1) Molecular biology techniques can now evaluate the effects of radiation on in vivo cytokine expression. Following in vivo radiation exposure, the repopulation of murine
bone marrow and spleen showed increased levels of c-kit ligand
mRNA for several days postexposure.t 12 )Radiation exposure also
NTERLEUKIN-1

increases GM-CSF mRNA levels in both murine bone marrow
and spleen but does not affect bone marrow and
splenic trans13)
forming growth factor (TGF)-/3 mRNA levels.0
IL-1, IL-6, and TNF do play a role in protecting animals
from the detrimental effects of radiation.014 -16) In addition, IL6 is also an important mediator of both IL- 1-induced and TNFinduced hematopoietic recovery ( 17) and an important effector
in accelerating multilineage recovery following radiation-induced hematopoietic aplasia mediated by granulocyte colonystimulating factor (G-CSF).( 15 ) To examine whether these cytokines act endogenously in recovery, we performed a series of
experiments where both mRNA and protein levels in IL-I a, IL6, and TNF-a were measured in vivo in a murine model in which
a high sublethal radiation exposure was used to induce severe
hematopoietic hypoplasia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and irradiationconditions
All animal experiments were approved by the Institute Animal Care and Use Committee. B6D 2F 1 female mice (-20 g)
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were purchased from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME)
and irradiated in the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute's 6 0Co gamma radiation source. Irradiations were performed bilaterally to a total absorbed dose of 7.75 Gy at a dose
rate of 0.4 Gy/min. Dosimetry was performed as described. ( 18)
Cells and tissues
After killing by cervical dislocation, femurs and spleens were
harvested from normal and irradiated mice on days 2, 4, 7, 10,
and 14 postirradiation. Tissues from 3 to 7 mice were pooled
to obtain sufficient cells for each specific assay. Bone marrow
cells were flushed from femurs with 3 ml of McCoy's 5A
medium (Flow Labs, McLean, VA) containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (HyClone Labs, Logan, UT).
The number of nucleated cells in the bone marrow suspensions
was determined by a Coulter Counter (Coulter, Hialeah, FL).
Spleens were homogenized with a polytron homogenizer. To
obtain serum from normal and irradiated mice on days 2, 4, 8,
10, 14, and 17 postexposure, animals were halothane-anesthetized, and blood was drawn by cardiac puncture using a syringe attached to a 20-gauge needle.
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from bone marrow suspensions and
homogenized spleens using the RNAzol method (Tel-Test Inc.,
Friendswood, TX) as modified by Chomczynski and Sacchi.:'9)
RNA concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically
from absorbance at 260 nm. Total RNA of each sample was characterized by ethidium bromide-staining of agarose gels to ensure
the use of only intact RNA. Intact total RNA was reverse transcribed into first strand complementary deoxyribonucleic acid
(cDNA), which was then amplified by using polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). The final volume of 5 /.l reverse transcription
(RT) reaction mixture contained 0.1 1Lg bone marrow total RNA
or 0.5 .-g splenic total RNA, 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.3), 3 mM
MgCl2 , 75 mM KC1, 2.5 /ztg/ml oligo(dT) 12- 1s, 1 mM each dATP,
dGTP, dTTP, and dCTP, and 10 U Moloney murine leukemia
virus reverse transcriptase. The reaction mixture for RT was incubated at 37°C for 1 h and 90°C for 10 min and chilled on ice
for
10 min.from
The Clontech
PCR primers
of IL-la,Inc.
IL-6,
andAlto,
TNF-a
purchased
Laboratories,
(Palo
CA)were
and
of GAPDH from Synthetic Genetics (San Diego, CA). The sequence of primers and expected product sizes are as follows:
IL-la (625 bp)

5'-primer 5'-ATGGCCAAAGTTCCTGACTTGTTT-3'
3'-primer 5'-CCTTCAGCAACACGGGCTGGTC-3'
IL-6 (638 bp)
5'-primer 5'-ATGAAGTTCCTCTCTGCAAGAGACT-3'
3'-primer 5'-CACTAGGTTTGCCGAGTAGATCTC-3'
TNF-a (692 bp) 5'-primer 5'-ATGAGCACAGAAAGCATGATCCGC-3'
3'-primer 5'-CCAAAGTAGACCTGCCCGGACTC-3'
GAPDH (195 bp) 5'-primer 5'-CCATGGAGAAGGCTGGGG-3'
3'-primer 5'-CAAAGTTGTCATGGATGACC-3'
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The reaction mixture for PCR contained 5 /A cDNA template from the RT reaction, 10 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 8.3), 50 mM
KCI, 1.5 mM MgCI 2, 0.8 mM each dATP, dGTP, dCPT, and
dTTP, 1.0 /M 5'-primer, 1.0 /M 3'-primer, and 1.25 U Taq
DNA polymerase. PCR was performed with a DNA Thermal
Cycler (Perkin Elmer Cetus, Norwalk, CT). Denaturation was
at 94'C for 1 min, annealing at 60'C for 2 min, and extension
at 72°C for 3 min per cycle until the optimum number of cycles was reached. Reactions conditions were optimized individually for each cytokine. Southern transferase were performed
as described. ( 13) The amplified products were electrophoresed
in a 1% agarose gel in the presence of 1 /Lg/ml ethidium bromide, transferred onto Nytran membrane (Schleicher and
32
Schuell, Keene, NH), and hybridized with the respective [ p]_
labeled murine IL-la, IL-6, or TNF-a cDNA probe. The
GAPDH mRNA levels were also determined to be used as a
control for an equal amount of RNA loading. The probe for IL1a was prepared as previously described. (2 ) The IL-6 probe
consisted of a 0.65 kb insert cloned into the Xhol site of PXM
(Genetics Institute, Cambridge, MA). The TNF-a probe contained a 1.38 kb insert cloned into the BamHI/PstI site of
pGEM-3Z (Promega, Madison, WI), and the GAPDH probe
was prepared as previously described.0' 2) Probes were labeled
using a commercial nick-translation kit (Bethesda Research
Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD). Prehybridization was done in
a solution containing 50% formamide solution, 6X SSC, 5X
Denhardts, 50 mM Tris, 100 tzg/ml salmon sperm DNA, and
1%SDS at 42'C. Overnight hybridization was done in the same
32
solution after addition of the appropriate [ p]-labeled cDNA
times at 42'C in
three
washed
probe. Subsequently, blots were
a solution containing 2X SSC and 0.5% SDS (15 min each)
and finally at 62°C in a solution containing 0.1 X SSC and 0.1%
SDS for I h. Autoradiographs were done at -70'C using Kodak XAR film. Both positive and negative control reactions
showed the appropriate response.
Determination of protein levels
Bn
arwadslncI-,I-,adTFapoen
were
detected
by the Western dot blot technique. Bone marrow
single cell suspensions and splenic homogenate were placed on
ice and disrupted by a 5 sec sonication (Heat Systems Cell Disrupter
with Microtip, Farmingdale, NY). The method
ford (21 ) was used to determine protein concentrations. of BradA modification of the method of Hawkes et al. (22 ) was used to
determine the relative amounts of IL-la, IL-6, and TNF-a in
the cell homogenate. Briefly, 10 gg of total cellular protein was
blotted onto a 0.45 I.m nitrocellulose membrane (Schleicher
and Schuell) for 1 h using a dot blotting apparatus (Bethesda
Research Laboratories). After blocking the nitrocellulose by incubation for 60 min at ambient temperature with PBS containing 5% nonfat dried milk, the blot was incubated overnight at
4°C with a goat polyclonal antibody against respective recombinant murine IL-la, IL-6, or TNF-a at 10 gg/ml in PBS/5%
BSA containing 0.1% thimerosal. The blot was washed three
times (10 min each) in PBS/0.1% Tween-20 before incubating
for 60 min at ambient temperature with a 1000X dilution of
rabbit antigoat IgG horseradish peroxidase conjugate (Sigma,
St. Louis, MO) in 1% gelatin. The blot was then washed six
times (5 min each) in PBS/0. 1% Tween-20 before detection of
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the peroxidase activity using the substrate 4-chloro-l-naphthol
(Sigma) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. After completion of the color reaction, the blots were washed with distilled
water and dried. Commercial ELISA kits were used to measure
the serum concentration of IL-6, IL-I a (Genzyme, Cambridge,

MA), and TNF-a (Endogen, Cambridge, MA). Sera obtained
from 10 normal or irradiated mice were pooled for use in this
assay. Assays were performed according to the manufacturer's

instructions after twofold dilution of the sera using the standard
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diluent supplied with the kit.

GAPDH

Quantitation
The densitometric volume of each sample was measured using a scanning laser densitometer (model 300B, Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA), measuring the gray density of the entire PCR product band in each lane or color intensity of the dot
blot in each well. The images were analyzed using ImageQuant

software version 3.2 (Molecular Dynamics) supplied with the
densitometer. PCR product and protein comparisons were then

based on relative expression differences between irradiated and
control samples.U

Spleen

Data are expressed as a percentage of the unirradiated control for each experiment. Data were analyzed for statistical significance by means of the Student's t test. A p value of <0.100
was considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS
Lffots
odiation
Effcts of radiation on IL-Io, IL-6, TNF-ae, and
GAPDH rnRNA levels
A representative autoradiograph of bone marrow and spleen
RT-PCR-amplified IL-la, IL-6, TNF-a, and GAPDH mRNA
transcripts from control and irradiated (7.75 Gy) mice is shown
in Figure 1. The density of the autoradiographic bands was determined by laser densitometry, and the values were normalized to the control for each group. The average relative IL- I a,
IL-6, and TNF-a mRNA levels of bone marrow and spleen are
shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Bone marrow IL-la
mRNA levels increased approximately 9-fold and 18-fold over
controls by days 2 and 4 postirradiation, respectively. It showed
a gradual decrease thereafter. Splenic IL-la mRNA levels also
increased after radiation exposure, but not to the extent seen in
bone marrow. A 5-fold increased over control was observed on
day 7 postirradiation, after which levels returned to normal.
Bone marrow IL-6 mRNA levels were approximately 6-fold
greater than controls on day 2 postirradiation but decreased in
the following days. On the other hand, splenic IL-6 mRNA levels were near control levels until days 7 and 10 postirradiation,
when they increased to about 5-fold and 6-fold over controls
before returning to normal on day 14.
Bone marrow TNF-a mRNA levels were significantly increased, compared with controls, at day 2 but returned to normal levels by day 14. Splenic TNF-a mRNA levels were not
significantly different from normal levels at any recovery day
postirradiation. Parallel amplifications of GAPDH mRNA were
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FIG. 1. Representative autoradiographs of RT-PCR-amplified mRNA transcripts of IL-I a, IL-6, TNF-a, and GAPDH in
bone marrow and spleen of normal (N) and irradiated mice on
days 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 following a 7.75 Gy 6 0Co gamma raexposure.

also done during these studies. Bone marrow GAPDH mRNA
levels were significantly increased on days 4 and 7 postirradiation. However, no significant differences between control and
irradiated splenic GAPDH mRNA levels were detected at any
day postirradiation (data not shown).
Effects of radiationon IL-ot, IL-6, and TNF-ox protein
Using the Western dot blot technique, IL-I a, IL-6, and TNFa protein levels in bone marrow and spleen from normal and
irradiated mice were determined on days 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14
postexposure. The results are shown in Table 1. IL-la, IL-6,
and TNF-a protein levels in both bone marrow and spleen were
not significantly different from controls on any day after irradiation. Serum IL-I a, IL-6, and TNF-a protein levels were also
evaluated in normal and irradiated mice on days 2, 4, 8, 10, 14,
and 17 postexposure using an ELISA assay. In this assay, ILIa, IL-6, and TNF-a protein were not detected in the serum
(data not shown). The assays had sensitivities of 3.9, 3.9, and
35 pg/ml, respectively.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the effects of radiation on ILI a, IL-6, and TNF-a mRNA levels in bone marrow and spleen
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FIG. 2. Relative bone marrow IL-la (open box), IL-6 (dark box), and TNF-a (striped box) mRNA levels from irradiated mice
on days 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 following a 7.75 Gy 60Co gamma radiation exposure. Data are presented as a percentage of normal
control levels and represent the mean _ SEM of values obtained from three experiments. *p < 0.05 and #p < 0.100 with respect
to normal control values.
by using RT-PCR and Southern blot assays. The traditional
techniques for evaluation of gene expression, such as Northern
blot and RNase protection assays, could not be used because
the total RNA concentrations of the samples were extremely
low. In addition, we also measured the protein levels of these

cytokines in bone marrow and spleen by Western dot blot analysis and in serum by ELISA assay. Although previous in vitro
studies have demonstrated that gene expression of some cytokines increases in response to radiation, few studies have been
documented in vivo.
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FIG. 3. Relative splenic IL-la (open box), IL-6 (dark box), and TNF-a (striped box) mRNA levels from irradiated mice on
days 2, 4, 7, 10, and 14 following a 7.75 Gy 60Co gamma radiation exposure. Data are presented as a percentage of normal control levels and represent the mean _ SEM of values obtained from three experiments. *p < 0.05 and #p < 0.100 with respect to
normal control values.
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TABLE

1.

EFFECTS OF RADIATION EXPOSURE ON MURINE BONE

MARROW AND SPLENIC

IL-la, IL-6,

AND

IL-I
Day postirradiation
2
4
7
10
14

Bone marrow
99.0
99.0
98.6
98.9
97.1

b

+ 0.4
+

0.6
- 0.9
- 1.3
_ 1.0

TNF-a

PROTEIN LEVELS'

IL-6
Spleen
100.0 _ 0.4
98.7 + 0.5
98.6
0.6
98.6 ± 0.6
98.9 ± 0.8

Bone marrow
97.6
98.5
100.3
100.5
99.3

- 0.6
± 1.3
2.1
_ 1.8
- 2.8

TNF-a
Spleen
101.5
100.0
99.3
98.6
97.9

_
_
_

Bone marrow

0.6
1.8
1.3
2.5
3.9

99.7
100.4
102.0
102.0
99.6

_ 0.9
_ 1.2
_ 1.1
i+ 0.6
+
0.6

Spleen
99.4
100.0
101.2
100.7
101.5

_
_
_
_

0.6
0.8
0.4
0.4
11.0

'Results are from densitometric analysis of Western dot blots and are expressed as percentage of control values.
bMean - SEM of values obtained from three experiments.

When compared with controls, significant increases were observed in the mRNA levels of IL- I a at days 2 and 4, of IL-6
at day 2, and of TNF-oz at day 2 in bone marrow and in the
mRNA of IL-la at day 7 and IL-6 at days 7 and 10 in spleen.
Similar radiation studies with mouse spleen in our laboratory 21 1)
have shown that splenic IL-lIa mRNA levels were increased at
8 h after radiation exposure with 7.75 or 9.75 Gy 6 0 Co gamma
radiation. The present study with mouse spleen provided evidence that there was a bimodal expression in IL-lIa mRNA levels.
Initially, we had planned to normalize our data to GAPDH
mRNA levels. However, we found that GAPDH mRNA levels
in the bone marrow were significantly increased at days 4 and
7 postirradiation. On the other hand, splenic GAPDH mRNA
levels were not significantly incrased at any day following irradiation. Therefore, to compare mRNA levels at different times
postirradiation, we normalized the densitometric scanning data
of irradiated mice to the unirradiated controls in each group. In
addition, recent work by Weill et al. t 2 3 ) has shown that peripheral blood lymphocytes as well as an enriched T cell population, irradiated in vitro with 4 Gy of ionizing radiation, exhibit
an 8-fold increase in GAPDH mRNA 3 h postirradiation. However, this increase was not seen after a 10 Gy exposure. This
indicates that the radiation-induced increase in GAPDH mRNA
levels can occur both in vitro and in vivo.
The cytokine protein levels evaluated by Western dot blot or
ELISA do not correspond with increased relative mRNA levels detected by RT-PCR and Southern blot assays. The increases
in these cytokine mRNA levels are not necessarily reflected by
subsequent changes in cytokine protein levels, and the lack of
increased IL-la, IL-6, and TNF-a protein levels may reflect
multiple mechanisms of posttranscriptional and posttranslational processes after radiation. Baker et al.1211 ) have demonstrated that translation of the induced cytokine mRNA occurs
at an early recovery stage and that the increases in the levels
of splenic IL- ozprotein do not reflect the magnitude of the accumulation of mRNA levels. Using human peripheral blood
stimulated with recombinant C5a (rC5a),
mononuclear cells
Schindler et al.n1 24 t have shown that rC5a provides primarily a
transcriptional but not a translational signal for IL- 1/3and TNF.
The half-life of the untranslated mRNA is the same as that of
the translated message. The mechanisms of posttranscriptional
and posttranslational processes remain unclear.
This does not rule out the possibility of a radioprotective ef-

fedt of these cytokines. Exogenous administration of IL-I, IL6, and TNF to mice before irradiation has been reported to have
a radioprotective function or to further accelerate hematopoietic regeneration following irradiation.r7,25,26) Exogenous administration of cytokines may have indirect effects involving
the stimulation of other endogenous cytokines. Studies on cytokine expression following exogenous cytokine therapies will
assist in further understanding cytokine mechanisms.
In conclusion, by using RT-PCR and Southern blot assays,
we have demonstrated that (1)semiquantitation of mRNA levels of IL-la, IL-6, and TNF-a in bone marrow and spleen can
be accomplished, (2) the differences observed in the mRNA
levels of IL-I a and IL-6 can vary in a tissue-specific and timespecific manner, and (3) protein levels of IL- I a, IL-6, and TNFa in bone marrow, spleen, and serum do not appear to change
in concert with mRNA levels.
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is not completely understood. One important clinical
The mechanism and role of influenza virus (IV)-induced pathogenesis of macrophages during respiratory infection are ill defined. Reported here are findings on IV-induced cytopathic effects (CPEs) for an in
vitro experimental system using the murine macrophage cell line J774.1. CPE was elicited by 0.2 or
greater multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.). CPEs showed
a lag of 6-8 h postinfection and occurred most rapidly
between 6 and 12 h. J774.1 cells did not support productive IVthat
replication,
but
immunofluorescence
demonstrated
LV protein
synthesis
occurred. Light
microscopy and DNA staining showed that after death
crosopyandDNAstanin shoed hataftr
dath
cells had very condensed cytoplasm and nuclei. Cell
remnants were surrounded by intact plasma membrane (PM) as demonstrated by exclusion of a membrane-impermeant dye. Time-lapse video microscopy
recordings between 6 and 10 h postinfection showed
sequential structural changes, including previously
undescribed events. Notable changes were a rapid cytokinesis (zeiosis; "cell boiling"), followed by nuclear
shrinkage, and an unusual transient blebbing of the
PM. DNA fragmentation occurred after 12 h, producing a wide size range. UV-inactivated virus failed to
induce CPEs, and CPE was blocked by amantadine. NAcetylcysteine and pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate, but
not other inhibitors of reactive oxygen intermediates,
reduced or blocked the CPE. Most changes observed
are those attributed to apoptotic processes rather than
necrotic cell death. The kinetics and inhibitor effects
suggest that IV infection and replication must be initiated to activate CPEs.

aspect of IV infection is that it predisposes patients
for subsequent upper respiratory bacterial infections,
causing death in individuals whose immune systems
are not robust [1-3]. The specific cellular and molecular mechanisms of this effect are still ill defined [2, 4],
but previous work suggests that a contributing factor

may be IV lesioning of macrophage function [4-8]. Consistent with this idea are observations in poultry showing that both lymphocytes and macrophages are de-

stroyed during virulent influenza infections [9].
We report here initial findings on a convenient experimental system, using J774.1 cells, a well-character.

ental

mcusinge

cell,

ahwellchrater-

ized murine macrophage cell line, which allows study
of cell biological, cell physiological, and immunological
aspects of IV-macrophage pathobiology in vitro. Descriptions of IV-induced cell death have been reported
for MDCK and HeLa cells [10], MDCK cells [11], an
avian lymphocytic cell line [11], and human monocytes
[12]. Based primarily on DNA fragmentation characteristics, as well as some cell structural and biochemical data, these authors concluded that cell death was
occurring by apoptosis. The cell structural changes described here for the effect of IV on J774.1 cells were
most similar to an apoptotic-like process and less consistent with necrosis [13, 14]. Time-lapse video microscopy demonstrated, for the first time, that the rapid
extensive cytoplasmic fragmentation, the most dramatic and unique characteristic of apoptosis, is induced

by IV in these macrophages. Previously undescribed
changes for IV-induced pathogenesis include extensive
vacuolization prior to this cytokinesis and the observa-

INTRODUCTION
Although influenza virus (IV) is one of the most extensively studied viruses and remains an important
health problem, its pathogenesis at the cellular level
'To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be addressed at Radiation Pathophysiology and Toxicology Department,

tion that the final nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation occurs later in the process. In contrast to previous
reports of IV-induced cell death, DNA fragmentation
occurs, but does not form "ladders" and is not an early
marker of cell death. Also reported are results which
show that J774.1 cell death does not occur with UVinactivated virus or in the presence of the antiviral
amantadine. Finally, thiol antioxidants, known to be
effective blockers of cell death in other sytems, are
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shown to be effective against IV in these macrophages
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METHODS

Virus and cell culture. Concentrated stocks of IV strain X31
H3N2 were obtained as purified concentrates at 2 mg viral protein
per milliliter (Specific Pathogen-Free Avian Supply, Preston, CT)
and stored at -70°C. All plaque assays were performed using MDCK
cells as described [15], but cultures were fixed with 4% formaline
and stained with crystal violet. Virus titers are expressed as m.o.i.
based on MDCK plaque-forming units per J774.1 cell, as J774.1 cells
under these conditions did not support productive IV replication (see
Results). The J774.1 macrophage cell line was maintained in spinner
culture using RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heatinactivated fetal bovine serum, 5000 U/ml each of penicillin and
streptomycin, and 5 mM glutamine. MDCK cells were maintained
in DMEM containing the same supplements. J774.1 cells were plated
24 h prior to use. Prior to exposure cells were transferred to a modifled Hanks' basic saline glucose (HBSG) solution containing 10 mM
Hepes and 4 mM bicarbonate at pH 7.3 and 5 mM glucose [16].
Concentrated virus was added to the cells, which were then incubated for 60 min at 37°C. Cells were then washed twice, returned to
culture medium, and maintained for up to 48 h.
Microscopic morphological observation. Cells were plated either
on 12-mm coverslips (Bellco Glass, Vineland, NJ) or in microculture
2
chambers with a coverslip bottom (4 cm /chamber; No. 178565, Nunc,
2
Napervile, IL) at 1 x 10' cells/cm and exposed to virus. To examine
the 24-h morphology cells were stained with 5-10 pg/ml Hoechst
33342 for 10 min and then examined by a digitally enhanced lowlight-level fluorescence microscopy system using simultaneous differential interference contrast (DIC) optics and fluorescence [16]. To
observe the effects of virus on live cells by DIC optics these same
coverslip microculture chambers and exposure conditions were used.
At 6 h postinfection cells were switched to HBSG, the HBSG was
covered with mineral oil to reduce evaporation, and the chambers
were mounted on a thermoelectrically heated custom stage which
maintained the temperature at 37°C. DIC images of the same field
of cells were recorded directly to video disc and video tape for later
time-lapse analysis. Selected frames were photographed on 35-mm
Panatonic-X film with a Polaroid freeze-frame system.
Immunofluorescence. Cells were fixed and stained as described
by Martin and Helenius [17]. Briefly, cells were fixed in 4% fomaldehyde in neutral buffered PBS for 15 min at room temperature followed by 15 min in 50 mM NH 4 C1 and permeabilized in 0.1% Triton
X. The primary antibodies used for immunostaining were a clinical
diagnostic monoclonal influenza A panel which included the H3N2
sera type (Bartel Diagnostic, Issaquah, WA), a commercially prepared polyclonal goat antibody to A/Texas/H3N2 (Virostat, Portland
ME), and a X31 polyclonal rabbit antibody which has been previously
described [181. All secondary antibodies used were Fab fragments
labeled with FITC and were, respectively, anti-mouse, donkey antigoat, and donkey anti-rabbit. The secondary antibodies for use with
the polyclonals were preabsorbed by the vendor to reduce most forms
of cross species nonspecific staining ("min X ML"; Jackson Laboratories Immunological Laboratories, West Grove, PA). Preliminary
experiments were performed with the polyclonal antibodies and the
best staining levels with low background were obtained with the
primary at 1:100 and the secondaries at 1:50. Preliminary experiments performed with noninfected or IV-infected cells stained with
only the secondaries showed only nonspecific backgrounds equivalent
to unstained cells. The best staining was obtained with the monoclonal and X31-specific polyclonal, which were nearly identical in
their staining patterns. Cells were examined using a 10OX 1.4 N.A.
CF Fluor lens (Nikon, Melville, NY) and the fluorescent images were
captured using a cooled camera system (Princeton Instruments,
Trenton, NJ) and Metamorph image processing software (Universal
Imaging Corp., West Chester, PA) and printed directly from digital
image files using a dye-sublimation printer,

Cell viability. Cells were plated in 96-well plates at 1 x 10' cells
per well. Twenty-four hours after infection cell survival was measured using a Cell Titer 96 AQueous kit (Promega, Madison, WI).
This assay is a version of the commonly used MTT assay, but is
based on the water-soluble MTS substrate. Preliminary experiments
showed good sensitivity for cell numbers between 10 and 10' J774.1
cells. Experiments were also done using cells exposed to the vital
dye nigrosin [19]. This dye is much easier to read than trypan blue
and did not interfere with Hoechst fluorescence. Pharmacological
treatments were added at the indicated concentrations to cells as a
2-h pretreatment, during the infection, and during the postinfection
period. Due to interference between NAC and PDTC and the MTS
reagent a MTT-based assay was used (Promega). Data are expressed
as the percentage of unexposed controls without virus or pharmacological agents. Data for no virus but with drug exposure are also
presented.
Quantitationof small nuclei formation. The observation that virus-exposed dying cells had much smaller nuclei was used to develop
a semiautomatic method of quantification using fluorescence microscopy and image processing techniques (see Results). Cells were
plated in 8-well microculture chambers (1 cm 2 ; No. 177402, Nunc)
at 1 x 10 cell/cm 2 and infected at 4 m.o.i. Between 6 and 24 h the
chambers were washed with HBS, fixed in 4% formaldehyde, and
stained with Hoechst dye. For each treatment fluorescent images
were recorded from a total of six regions, three from each of two
replicated wells. Semiautomatic morphometric analysis of the nuclear sizes and numbers was performed using Image-1 software from
Universal Imaging Corp. Preliminary experiments allowed size
thresholds to be set such that nuclei were sorted into two size categories indicative of normal or small condensed nuclei. Preliminary experiments showed that thresholds could be set so that less than
10% of control cells were defined as condensed. For each treatment
typically a total of between 100 and 400 nuclei were scored. The data
are expressed as percentage small nuclei.
DNA fragmentation. J774.1 cells were plated in T-25 flasks at
2.50 x 106 cells. Exposures or sham infections were performed as
described using 2 m.o.i. and harvested for DNA isolation between 0
and 48 h. CEM cells were incubated with an anti-Fas antibody (QFas, UBI, Catalog No. 05-201) at 50 and 200 ng/ml for 24 h for use
as a positive control. DNA was isolated using the Gentra Systems,
Inc (Minneapolis, MN) kit. All cells were washed with PBS con2
2
taining Ca " and Mg and then lysed using 0.3 ml of the lysis buffer
at room temperature. DNA is reported to be stable up to 1 year under
these conditions. RNase A (2 pl, I mg/ml) was added and the mixture
incubated for 1 h at 37C. The protein precipitation solution (0.1 ml)
was added, and the mixture was vortexed for 20 s and centrifuged
for 3 min at 17,000g. The supernatant was poured into a clean 1.5ml tube containing 0.3 ml 100% isopropanol and mixed. This was
centrifuged for 1 min at 17,000g, the supernatant was removed, and
the DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol. The DNA was hydrated in 0.1 ml TE. Electrophoresis was performed at 4'C with a
1% agarose gel that was stained with ethidium bromide. X DNABstE II digest was used as a marker of the fragment sizes. The
samples were loaded on a 1.5% agarose gel and electrophoresed in
0.5% TBE buffer for 1 h at 5 V/cm. The DNA was stained with
ethidium bromide and pictures were taken with a Polaroid camera.
RESULTS

Effect of virus titer on J774.1 survival. Figure 1
shows the effect of IV titer on J774.1 cell survival. Decreases in the number of cells occurred between 0.2
and 20 m.o.i. by 24 h. Virus stocks were UV exposed,

method to inactive influenza, and its effects
were confirmed by loss of plaque formation on MDCK
a common

INFLUENZA VIRUS-INDUCED CELL DEATH

loss of cells and cell structure during cell death, but
at a time when influenza protein expression has been
shown to reach a maximum in IV permissive cell lines.
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Cells exposed to virus show typical staining for IV, including both the nucleus and the cytoplasm (Figs. 2A
and 2E). Only very low levels of combined autofluorescence and nonspecific immunostaining were observed
for any of the 0 m.o.i. controls and are visible in part
due to the sensitivity of the cooled CCD camera system
(Figs. 2C and 2F). In two experiments a total of 200400 cells were scored for each m.o.i. and the percentage
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FIG. 1. Virus titer effect on cell number following IV exposure.
Cells (1 x 10/well) in 96-well plates were exposed to varying titers
of IV Inote log scale and m.o.i. (multiplicity of infection) expressed
as MDCK cell plaque-forming units per J774.1 cell. After 24 h cell
survival was determined using the colorimetric MTS assay. Data are
for cells exposed to live JV (solid circles), UV-inactivated IV (open
circles) and mock exposed IV (open square). CPEs occur at titers
above 0.2 m.o.i. for live IV. No CPE is observed for UV-treated IV.
Data are expressed as means - SEM for nine replicate cultures from
three independent experiments. Data were calculated as percentage
of paired mock-infected controls.

cells (data not shown). Inactivated virus failed to produce a CPE. This suggests that the macrophage response was not due to either a nonspecific effect, such
as membrane damage by inactive virus particles, or cell
signaling by influenza binding to macrophage surface
receptors. Macrophages and monocytes have not been
shown to support IV replication by most investigators,
although production of low levels has been observed
under some specialized culture conditions [4, 20, 21].
This was also true of the J774.1 cells. J774.1 cells in
T-25 flasks were infected with 2 m.o.i, and showed the

expected changes in morphology described below.
Plaque assays conducted on MDCK cells using the medium from these J774.1 cells gave a PFU/ml of 2, approximately an 8 log reduction in titer from the viral
stocks used to expose the J774.1 cells to virus. CPE
assays were conducted at extended times up to 5 days
postinfection (data not shown). At no m.o.i. was an increased CPE observed at later times. At intermediate
m.o.i, after 48 h cell numbers began to return to initial
levels due to replication of the surviving cells.
Immunofluorescence. Although permissive IV replication did not occur, the synthesis of IV proteins was
supported by the J774.1 cells. Figure 2 shows light
micrographs ofJ774.1 cells exposed to 4 m.o.i. and fixed
at 6 h. This fixation time was chosen as being prior to

FIG. 2. Immunofluorescence staining of IV-exposedJ774.1 cells.
Cells were infected with 4 or 0 m.o.i., fixed, and stained as described
at 6 h postinfection. The primary antibody was either a IV nmooclonal panel of multiple sera types or a polyclonal to X31 followed
by the appropriate FITC-labeled secondary antibody (see Methods).
(A)4 m.o.i, with monoclonal panel; C) m.o.i. with monoclonal panel.
B and D are Evans blue counterstained red fluorescence to show cell
locations for A and C, respectively. (E) 4 m.o.i. X31 polyclonal. (F) 0
m.o.i. X31 polyclonal. Cells infected with 4 mi.o., show nuclear and
cytoplasmic staining with the same pattern f(r both types of primary
antibodies. Interestingly the cytoplasmic staining forms a fine netlike reticular structure in the J774.1 cells. Only low levels ofautofluorescence/nonspecific staining occurred fbr the 0 m.o.i. Controls,
which is visible due to the high sensitivity of the low-light-level camera system. Fluorescent images in A, C, E, and F were acquired with
FITC filters, and B and D were obtained with Texas red filters. No
"cross-talk" between the filter sets was observed. All images were
captured using a cooled CCD and image processing software (see
Methods), Equivalent settings were used for the 4 and 0 m.o.i. treatments with each antibody so that intensities displayed are directly
comparable. The polyclonal antibody resulted in slightly brighter
staining, but all images were easily captured by the low-light-level
camera system. Bar, 20 pm.
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FIG. 3. Light microscopy appearance of IV-exposed and control
cells. J774 cells were infected with 4 m.o.i. (A and B) or mock-infected
(C and D) and fixed at 24 h. Cells were exposed to the membraneimpermeant dye nigrosin prior to fixation and to the DNA stain
Hoechst 33323 afterward. Cells were examined by DIC (A and D) or
fluorescence microscopy (B and C). IV-exposed cells have much
smaller diameter nuclei which stain much more intensely and lose
the heterogeneous staining pattern seen in the controls. The IVexposed cells have distorted morphologies relative to those of controls
and much more compact cytoplasm. In some cases the organelles are
condensed to one side of the cell away from the plasma membrane,
Despite these structural changes, IV-exposed cells, like control cells,
do not have intense blue-black nuclear staining and therefore excluded the nigrosin dye. Bar, 5 pm.

of positive stained cells was determined. For input exposures of 0.1, 2, and 4 m.o.i. the respective percentages
were 2, 56, and 88%. These data correlated well with
the CPE values in Fig. 1.
Morphological changes. Morphological examination of cells postvirus exposure at 24 h (Figs. 3A and
3B) showed that the cells were very altered from the
controls (Figs. 3C and 3D). They appeared smaller, but
not detached or rounded, and had less cytoplasm. DIG
microscopy showed the nuclei to be smaller and darker
than normal. DNA staining with Hoechst dye (Figs. 3B
and 3C ) confirmed that the average nuclear size was
reduced in diameter compared to the controls. DNA
staining of normal J774.1 cells typically showed some
chromatin structure (Fig. 3C) which is lost in virusintensity for these smaller
exposed cells. The staining
tan hatof te cntrls y a
ws mch
nuclireatr
nuclireatr
ws mch
tan hatof te cntrls y a
factor of 200- to 300-fold. This difference is based on
gain settings for the intensified camera system necessary to obtain images of a comparable gray-scale value
which could be accurately recorded by the imaging system. Therefore despite being displayed at apparently
similar intensities, the images were actually 2 logs different in intensity. It is unlikely that nuclear volume or
thickness changes could readily account for this large
change in DNA staining'intensity; therefore an alteration in DNA condensation was the likely cause.

An important feature of differing forms of cell death
is plasma membrane integrity. During necrosis there
is cell swelling and rupture, leading to failure of the
plasma membrane and extensive staining by dyes such
as Trypan blue, nigrosin, and propidium iodide. In
apoptotic processes these events do not occur or occur
much later during a secondary phase of necrosis [14].
These differences in membrane permeablity have been
used as the basis for flow cytometry assays of apoptotic
cell death [22, 23]. The cells shown in Fig. 3 were exposed to nigrosin prior to fixation and Hoechst staining.
Few floating cells were observed and care was taken
to not lose cells from the substrate during dyeing,
washing, and fixation. Although the nuclei appear
darker in DIG due to their condensation, the intense
blue-black staining expected for necrotic cells is not
present. Figure 4 shows low-magnification light micrographs of cells exposed to virus at 4 (A) or 2 m.o.i. (B),
or unexposed and permeabilized (C) with Triton X prior
to staining with nigrosin and fixation. Only the TritonX-treated cells show extensive staining. Even at 4
m.o.i., with extensive cell death and loss, as expected
from the CPE measurement (Fig. 1), only a few of the
remaining cells were stained.
Figure 5 shows that the kinetics of the formation of
small nuclei (A) and CPE (B) up to 24 h postinfection
had a very similar pattern. For both of these parameters the greatest change occurred after 6 h postinfection and by 12 h. A small increase in CPE (10-15%)
by the MTS assay was measured prior to 8 h but was
not likely to have been biologically significant (cf. standard error bars for 0 m.o.i. in Fig. 1). There was an
additional increase in the number of cells showing
small nuclei formation between 10 and 24 h, and a
small additional decrease in cell viability measured between 12 and 24 h, but both of these changes were at
a much slower rate. Interestingly these changes occur
with a considerable lag, corresponding well to the 3- to
6-h lag in expression of IV proteins, but after 6 h the
pathogenesis proceeds rapidly. Also, based on the 8h time points, it appears the morphological changes
slightly precede the metabolic marker. In contrast
there was essentially no change for mock-infected cells.
Fig.
er data-in
as wlase
these kintiaa,
a
fo
erte
the
gnerallyaconsistentlwit
1ee
1, were generally consistent with those reported for a
different strain of IV in human monocytes and a different macrophage cell line [24].
DNA fragmentation following viral exposure. The
structural changes described above were indicative of
cell death via an apoptotic mechanism (see Discussion).
DNA fragmentation has been shown to occur in many
cells undergoing apoptosis and is an important biochemical marker in most, but not all, cells [25, 26].
Figure 6 shows gels of.DNA extracted from J774.1 cells
mockinfected (lanes 1-6).and infected at 2 m.o.i. (lanes
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5. Kinetics of CPE and small nuclei formation. In A cells
were exposed to 4 m.o.i. in multiwell slide chambers. At 6, 8, 10, and
24 h postinfection cultures were fixed and the nuclei stained with
Hoechst dye. Representative fields were examined using fluorescence
video microscopy, and digital recording and a semiautomatic image
processing algorithm were used to count and classify nuclei as either
normal or condensed (see Methods) for exposed (closed circles) or
mock-infected controls (open circles). The mean percentage of small
nuclei is presented from two independent experiments. Few condensed nuclei were observed prior to 6 h postinfection but a rapid
increase occurred by 8 h postinfection, which continued at a slower
rate up to 24 h. No change in nuclear size was measured for mock,
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FIG. 4. Low-magnification light micrograph of nigrosin-exposed
cells. Cells were infected with 4 m.o.i. (A), 2 m.o.i. (B), or mock-infected
(C). At 24 h postinfection cells were exposed to nigrosin in PBS and
fixed. Cells in C were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X in PBS prior
to nigrosin exposure. Low magnification allows the response to nigrosin
of a large number of cells to be seen. All the permeabilized cells show
typical blue-black staining, indicating plasma membrane permeability.
In contrast few virus-exposed cells are positive at either m.o.i. Under
these same conditions, measurements of cell survival (Fig. 1) indicated
that at least 50% of the cells are dead. At 4 m.o.i. some nuclei have a
darkened appearance and a loss of cells is evident. A few of these cells
are positively stained, but most are condensed structures which appear
slightly darker, as can be observed more clearly at higher magnification
(Fig. 3). Bar, 100 pm.
,

infected controls. In B cells were plated in 96-well plates and exposed
to 0 or 2 m.o.i. and assayed for cell survival at the indicated times.
Note change in abscissa from top panel. The pattern was similar to
formation of small nuclei. There was an initial lag of several
hours prior to the greatest loss of cell viability between 8 and 12 h,
with an additional but much smaller loss by 24 h. The decrease
observed at 6 h postinfection was likely not to be biologically significant as a similar decrease was seen in the time-matched mock-infected cultures, and the cell survival value is within the variability
seen for mock-infected cells (see Fig. 1). Data are means _ SEM for
six cultures.

7-11) and harvested at 6-48 h. No DNA fragmentation
was seen for the mock-infected cells or for the infected
was
se for t h h.Fam
mock-intedcel
cellsproto2
nainoth of the
DN Nfected
waob
served at 24 and 48 h, but cleavage created a broad
range of sizes, not small base pair units. It is important
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FIG. 6. Fragmentation of DNA. J774.1 cells were cultured in T25 flasks and infected with 2 m.o.i. or mock-infected. At 0, 6, 8,12,
24, and 48 h postinfection medium was removed, and cells were
gently washed once in PBS and treated with a cell-lysis DNA extraction buffer (see Methods). Lane 1 is 0 h mock-infected. Lanes 2-6
are mock-infected cells, and lanes 6-11 are IV-infected cells at 6, 8,
12, 24, and 48 h postinfection. Lanes 0 and 12 are molecular weight
markers (X DNA-BstEII digest) of visible length between 224 and
8454. Only in the infected cells at 24 and 48 h was DNA fragmentation observed and without laddering characteristic of intranucleosomal fragmentation. Lanes a-b are DNA CEM cells exposed to antiFas antibody, which is known to induce apoptosis. Lanes are (a)
molecular weight marker, (b) 200 ng/ml antibody, (c) 50 ng/ml antibody, and (d) untreated control. DNA laddering is seen in b and c.

h, was any positive staining observed, but it was in
less than 5% of the total cells.
Time-lapse observation of N-induced cytopathic ef
fect. Morphological criteria remain the most consistent markers for describing cell death processes and
distinguishing between processes which are either primarily necrotic or apoptotic [27, 28]. Therefore it was
important to describe morphological markers in more
detail to better characterize the CPE in this experimental system. Of particular interest was whether the dramatic cytokinesis occurred (zeiosis, cell boiling), resulting in rapid cell fragmentation, which is considered
an important and distinguishing characteristic of apoptotic processes [13, 14, 28]. Also, the well-defined limited time period IV induction of PEs in the J774.1
cells combined with the availability of the imaging
equipment provided an opportunity to obtain a more
detailed continuous examination at the light microscopy level of virally induced cell death in a macrophage
than has been previously reported to the best of our
knowledge. Figure 7 shows single video frames, during
the period of greatst change, for a cell that was observed continuously from 6 to 10 h postinfection at 4
m.o.i. The cell shown was taken from a larger field and

to note that this DNA cleavage was not seen during
the period of 6-12 h when the other markers for cell
death are clearly evident
h

representative of changes observed for most of the
other cells. An advantage of DIC optics, which uses
heat-filtered white light, was that, unlike fluorescence
measurements, these conditions were not damaging to
the cells. Mitosis, a process sensitive to damaging conditions during microscopy, fortuitously occurred in one
cell in the field (not shown) during the observation pe-

As intranucleosomal cleavage yielding typical DNA
ladders was not seen, these results were investigated
further. Several alternate protocols for isolating DNA
combined with different gel types and several DNA
staining methods were used for analysis. These included extraction methods which removed most nonfragmented material and polyacrylamide gels stained
with the very sensitive sybr green nucleic acid gel stain,
All the results were similar to one another (data not
shown). As a positive control the cell line CEM was
exposed to an agent known to produce apoptosis, AntiFas antibody (Fig. 6, bottom, lanes a-d). The DNA from
these cells was processed by the same methods used
for the IV-exposed J774.1 cells. The CEM DNA, as expected, produced the characteristic small oligonucleotide laddering pattern generally associated with
apoptosis.
In addition two different forms of in situ DNA nicked
end labeling, e.g., "TUNEL" assays, from two differing
manufacturers were used in an attempt to demonstrate
intranucleosomal cleavage. In one case samples were
submitted to the manufacturer for optimization of their
protocol. In most case no labeling was seen at any viral
titer level. In only one set of samples, 2 m.o.i. after 24

riod. The displayed times are relative to the start of
the recording, which was 6 h postinfection. The video
frames selected are not evenly spaced so that the periods of greatest morphological change can be presented
as a summary figure. The morphological changes included both changes previously described and new features not reported in earlier detailed descriptions of
cell death processes, including those for virally induced
CPEs [29-33].
The cells normally displayed small translational
movements, accompanied by frequent retraction and
extension of thin pseudopods (filopodia). The first
morphological change was a flattening of the cell and
loss of cytoplasmic extensions. The next change,
which has not been previously described, was formation of large lucent vesicles in the cytoplasm and
within the nuclear region. Many of these vesicles appeared to be apposed to both the inner and the outer
surfaces of the nuclear membrane. There were very
rapid changes in both the position and the size of
these vesicles. In some cells this process stopped, the
cells partially returned to a more rounded appearance, and cytoplasmic extensions reappeared. These
cells then reflattened and repeated the lucent vesicle

is
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FIG. 7. DIC images from time-lapse video microscopy. J'774.1 cells were exposed to 4 m.o.i. At 6 h postinfection exposed cells were
mounted on the microscope in a temperature-regulated chamber at 37*C. DIC images were recorded continuously at low light levels using
heat-filtered white light between 6 and 10 h postinfection. Images for a single cell, illustrating typical morphological changes, are shown.
Times points shown, labeled on each panel, were selected for periods of greatest change and are relative to 6 h postinfection which is equal
to record time 0. Times 0 to 35 min illustrate the initial cell flattening, loss of filopodia, and rapid formation of large lucent cytoplasmic
vesicles (arrowhead). Times 61 to 66 min show the cytoplasmic boiling or zeiosis and release of small vesicles or organelles (arrows). Times
96 to 121 min show the formation and subsequent rctraction of membrane blebs (arrows) and the final cytoplasmic and nuclear shrinkage,
terminating in an apoptotic body. Bar, 5 pm.

formation sequence. Further observation is needed
to resolve whether these are changes in the nuclear
membrane, apposition of intracellular compartments, or the formation of macropinosomes 1341 from
the cell surface. If internal, these vesicles may be a
feature of regulated J774.1 cell death. There is a single report showing electron micrographs of what may
be similar lucent vesicles during cell death induction
by a very different agent, cytotoxic lymphocytes 135 I.
In the next stage for all cells the cytoplasm took on a
very granular appearance, with the formation of small
phase-bright and phase-dark structures, which also
displayed rapid movements. In some cells these could
be seen as small vesicles that rapidly budded off from
the cell surface. This rapid cytokinesis (zeiosis) was
well described as a boiling appearance in previous reports (see Discussion). Upon the appearance of these
small rapidly moving vesicles, the cytoplasmic region,
but not the nuclear region, appeared to decrease in
area. Next, as the small vesicle formation and budding

decreased in frequency, the cytoplasmic area appeared
to become larger in proportion while the nucleus began
to decrease in size. In some cells the cytoplasmic area
did not seem to expand much but became a larger portion of the cell profile due to the decrease in the nucleus.
During the period that the nuclear profile continued to
decrease, one or more large expansions, or blebs, of the
plasma membrane generally occurred. These previously undescribed blebs were composed of very clear
membrane-bound cytoplasm and appeared to contain
no organelles. These plasma membrane blebs did not
rupture but shrank until they either disappeared or
formed a small organelle-free region to one side of the
cell. A possible cause may be loss of cytoskeletal anchor
elements at localized sites and/or transient loss of ion
and water homeostasis. As the membrane swelling was
not permanent, the cells must generally regain volume
regulation and ion-water homeostasis. During this period there appeared to be additional shrinkage of both
the nucleus and the cytoplasm-containing organelles.
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systems, that have been suggested are nonspecific cellular damage, cell signaling agents that activate transactivation factors [381, and most recently mitochondrial
proteins that activate proteases associated with
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apoptosis [39]. Figure 9 shows the effect of several different types of ROI inhibitors. Only the thiol agents
NAC and PDTC were effective in blocking the IV-induced CPEs, while the other antioxidants, desferoximine nesyiate, a metal chelator, trolox, a peroxidation
inhibitor, and catalase, a hydrogen peroxide inhibitor,
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FIG. 8. Effect of amantadine on IV-induced CPE. J774.1 cells
were infected with the indicated titers of virus or mock-infected,
Amantadine was added to both mock-infected and infected cells as
a 2-h pretreatment, during the infection, and during the 24-h postinfection culture period. Amantadine concentrations were 0 /pg/ml
(solid bars), 5 pg/ml (horizontally striped bars), 15 pg/ml (open), and
25 pg/ml (cross hatched). At 1, 2, and 4 m.o.i. all concentrations of
amantadine reduced the CPE to control levels. Amantadine did show
a small CPE at 15 and 25 pg/ml. Data are means ± SEM for six
cultures from two independent experiments.

Both the membrane swelling and the cytoplasmic contraction are consistent with the possibility of a large
transient calcium influx. Once the membrane bleb decreased, no further changes were evident. The final
cell appearance was identical to that of the small cell
remnants, apoptotic bodies, observed in the other cytopathic experiments (Fig. 3).
Effects of amantadine on CPE. The results with
UV-inactivated virus suggested that the CPEs of the
J774.1 cells required infection by IV, not merely surface
binding. The effects of amantadine on IV have been
extensively studied and the blockage for most IV
strains occurs during entry via the endocytic pathway
with even the earliest IV replication events being inhibited. For details and review of the molecular basis of
amantadine's effects see Ref. [36]. Figure 8 shows that,

as expected, 5 gg/ml blocked CPEs in the J774.1 cells.
Higher concentrations did not reduce the virally induced CPEs further, but were slightly cytopathic to
the controls. Amantadine added between 1 and 6 h
postinfection, as expected for the X31 IV strain, did not
block CPEs (data not shown).
Effect of antioxidants. Antioxidants have been
shown to block apoptosis, including virus-induced CPE

in a wide number of experimental systems, including
influenza virus in vivo [37]. Among the mechanisms for
ROIs activating cell death, in both viral and nonviral

These studies describe several important observations concerning IV-induced death of J774.1 macrophages. Data are presented on the virus titers needed
for CPE and kinetics of this particular experimental
system. The data for UV-treated virus, CPE kinetics,
and amantadine all support the idea that infection and
IV replication are necessary to activate CPE. CPE does
not appear to be due to either cell surface-mediated
signaling events or nonspecific cell membrane damage.
These results confirm and extend the observation that
cyclohexamide blocked IV-induced apoptosis in MDCK
cells [10].

Determining the likely mechanism of virally induced
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FIG. 9. Effect of antioxidants on IV-induced CPE. J774.1 cells
were infected with 4 m.o.i. in the absence (white bars) or in the
presence of various agents (shaded bars) and the cell survival was
assayed. Inhibitors were N-acetylcysteine (NAC, 50 mM), pyrrolidine
dithiocarbamate (PDTC, 100 mM), deferoximine nesyiate (DEF, 0.5

mM), trolox (TROL, 1.0 mM), and catalase (5000 U/ml). Only the
two thiol antioxidants were effective in blocking the IV-induced CPE.
Data are means _ SEM for six cultures from two independent experiments performed for each drug. Data are normalized to untreated
mock-infected cultures performed as controls with each drug (values

not shown).
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cell death is of considerable interest for many virus-host
cell interactions, with apoptosis often being favored over
necrosis [40]. Morphological characteristics of the apoptotic process include nuclear, cytoplasmic, and plasma
membrane shrinkage, chromatin condensation, lack of
plasma membrane rupture, and cytokinesis by rapid
blebbing (zeiosis). Necrotic processes differ by producing
cytoplasmic swelling, cell rupture, and failure of the
plasma membrane, but no change in nuclear morphology
and no cytokinesis. DNA fragmentation occurs in most
but not all apoptotic systems, and there are increasing
reports that classic laddering is not always observed. Intranucleosomal cleavage associated with apoptosis can
result in formation of small fragments, larger oligomers,
or both [25, 26, 41]. Recent methodological reviews caution that morphological changes are still the best criterion for distinguishing apoptosis from necrosis [27, 28].
Despite the importance of IV pathogenesis, there are few
studies relative to other viral types [40]. Two studies
reported apoptosis in MDCK cells, an epithelial cell line
which supports IV replication [10, 11]. In one of these
reports apoptosis was also observed in RP9 cells, an avian
lymphocyte line [11]. To date there has been only one
brief report demonstrating that IV causes apoptosis in
cells of the macrophage/monocyte lineage [12] based on
morphology and DNA fragmentation. It was expected
that CPE in J774.1 cells would show similar characteristics, consistent with apoptotic cell death. The morphological observations for J774.1 cells correspond well to both
brief descriptions of apoptotic structural changes for IVinduced apoptosis and the more detailed descriptions
from other experimental systems [13, 14, 26]. This conclusion is based on direct comparisons between images of
the J774.1 cell structural changes and final cell remnant
morphologies with descriptions and pictures of apoptotic
processes in previous reports [29, 31-33]. Importantly
the J774.1 cells underwent both nuclear and cytoplasmic
shrinkage and the latter occurred by the characteristic
dramatic vesicularization and budding of the cytoplasm,
i.e., zeiosis or cell boiling (Fig. 7) [29, 31-33]. The nuclear
changes occurred after cytokinesis. Typical necrotic
markers, such as cell rupture or maintenance of intact
nuclear morphology, were not observed. There was no
loss of J774.1 membrane integrity (Figs. 3 and 4), which
contrasted the descriptions of IV-induced CPEs in human
monocytes [42]. However, the DNA cleavage pattern seen
in this study was not that typically expected of apoptotic
systems. The cleavage which did occur was not kinetically
well coordinated with the other cytopathic changes, suggesting that it was a later secondary process. This lack
of typical laddering was surprising, as bacterial toxins
have been shown to induce laddering in J774.1 cells, although their appearance is not as sharply defined as
those reported for lymphoid cells [43, 44]. However, several reports of apoptosis in macrophages also failed to
observe typical DNA laddering [45], including J774.1
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cells [46]. The reasons for differences in this or any other
system, particularly relative to the clear laddering generally observed in T-cells, are still obscure [25]. Currently
the only alternatives for classification of cell death are as
necrotic or apoptotic. All of the observations made in this
study, except for DNA fragmentation, are consistent with
apoptosis and not with necrosis. Therefore it seems likely
that IV induces a regulated form of cell death in the
J774.1 cells as well, which is best described as an apoptotic-like process. Finally, the order of these structural
changes may be important in understanding underlying
biochemical events. In this system it is clear that nuclear
condensation is a late and terminal event and is preceded
by cytokinesis. The causal relationship between nuclear
changes and the other events during CPE, such as zeiosis,
bears further investigation.
The mechanism of IV-induced cell death, as for all viruses to date, is still not completely defined. Broadly possibilities include (a) nonspecific cell damage, such as
changes in membrane permeability; (b) relatively nonspecific biochemical mechanisms due to a general down-regulation of host protein synthesis; (c) specific IV interference with regulators of cell death; and (d) autocrine effects of either ROI or cytokines. Each of these possibilities
warrants investigation. However, if relatively nonspecific
mechanisms, such as protein synthesis inhibition, dominate, it is surprising that antioxidants were effective in
blocking cell death. Furthermore the result that only the
thiol antioxidants were effective suggests that specific
IV-cell interactions are occurring and can be manipulated. If ROIs were acting only as cell damaging agents,
then the other antioxidants should have blocked the CPE.
A suggestion for IV-host cell signaling pathways leading
to apoptosis has been made based on transfection and
expression of IV HA, leading to activation of NF-K B [47].
It was postulated that this could be the mechanism for
IV-induced apoptosis and that modulation with antioxidants which block NF-KB should be effective in blocking
apoptosis. However, their results and those presented
here are in contrast to results obtained with MDCK cells
in which antioxidants failed to block the CPE [48]. Also
further investigation of an autocrine role for cytokines is
warranted. IV has been shown to elicit TNF-a, ILl-,
and IL-6 [20, 24, 49]. J774.1 cells, like other macrophage/
monocyte cells, produce or respond to a variety of immunomodulators [46, 50-53], including secretion of TNF-a
[54], an important immune system inducer of cell death.
In conclusion, J774.1 cells are readily maintained in
culture, easily obtained in large numbers, and have
many characteristics of in vivo macrophages, including
the ability to produce various immunomodulators.
Therefore, the IV-J774.1 cell system described here is
likely to provide an additional valuable experimental
system for studying IV-macrophage interactions including cell death and aid in our understanding of IVinduced pathogenesis.
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ABSTRACT
Ammonium dinitramide (ADN), a potential rocket fuel, decomposes in water
forming NO 2. The chemistry of this ADN-released NO 2 in oxygenated biological
systems is complex both in the number of potential chemical species and in the
number of parallel and consecutive reactions that can theoretically occur. Highpressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) studies revealed ADN fragmented deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA). Damage to DNA standard solutions was caused by at
least two major pathways, one arising from reactions of NO 2 with oxygen and one
arising from a reaction with superoxide (0 2 1. The radical species generated when
ADN is incubated with standard solutions of DNA, pH 7.5, in the presence of the
spin trap agent n-tert-butyl-u-nitrone (PBN) was compared with the PBN-radical
adducts generated in the presence of ADN and 02- or of ADN and hydrogen
peroxide (H 20 2 ). The ADN-induced PBN radical adducts increased linearly over the
90-minute study period. The values of peak intensity in the presence of 02- and in
the presence of H 20 2 , were 828% and 7.08%, respectively, of the ADN-induced
* Send reprint requests to Major Linda Steel-Goodwin, Ph.D., Air Force Office of Scientific Research, 110 Duncan
Avenue, Suite B115, Boiling Air Force Base, Washington, DC 20332-8080.
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radicals alone. The synergistic effect of ADN with 02- may provide an understanding
of the sensitivity of the rat blastocyst to ADN at the preimplantation stage of development and the lack of toxicity in in vivo studies in tissues high in catalase.
Introduction
The general objective of this research was to
study toxic free-radical mechanisms induced in
biomolecules following exposure to ammonium dinitramide (ADN). Free radicals are
compounds containing an unpaired electron., 2'3 The specific goals were twofold: first,
to study the effects ADN, a nitrogen dioxide
producing agent, induced in deoxyribose
nucleic acid (DNA), and second, to correlate
the free radicals produced with radical-radical
reactions of ADN in the presence of DNA.
The purpose of this correlation was to provide
information on the possible pathways of ADN
induced DNA injury.
Ammonium dinitramide is a constituent in
4
rocket propellants. Because the environmental effects and toxicity of this highly energetic
material are being evaluated, an understanding
of at least its decomposition is necessary to
ensure that decomposition products cause no
environmental problems. Ammonium dinitramide is an oxidizing agent and breaks down to
56
form the free radical NO 2 . ' In aqueous
media, ADN produces the free radical NO as
well as NO 2 and NO 3 ,* both of which are
known environmental pollutants that can cause
acid rain. Before full-scale use, ADN's toxic
effects should be known in order to assess the
concentration that could affect personnel
exposed intentionally, accidentally, or occupationally. As is common, assessment of human
risk can be based on data from animal studies.
Rodent bioassays conducted on ADN 7 and
in vivo rodent reproductive studies 8'9 as well
as in vitro enzyme linked immunoassay
(ELISA) studiesl 0° '" suggest DNA can be
damaged on exposure to ADN. The present
study was performed to confirm or refute
this assumption.
The goals of this study were achieved with
commercially available DNA, and the tech-

niques of high-pressure liquid chromatography
(HPLC) and electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR)/spin trapping. The versatile technique
of HPLC that separates substances in solution,
was used to determine if ADN fragments
DNA. 1 2 A magnetic resonance technique,
EPR measures the effect of a magnetic field
on an unpaired electron (free radicals and
transition metals). The technique measures
the effect of a magnetic field on the unpaired
electron." 2 The spinning electron acts as a
small magnet. It also interacts with neighboring nuclei. When placed in an external magnetic field, information is obtained regarding
the local environment surrounding the
unpaired electron.
The number of EPR lines that will be
obtained can be predicted from the equation:
2 tMI + 1 where I is the nuclear spin. For
example, nitrogen that has a nuclear spin of 1
forms three lines on the EPR spectra. The
EPR is the most sensitive and direct method
for studying free radicals." 2 Spin trapping is
the reaction of a short-lived free radical with a
spin trap, usually a nitrone or nitroso compound, yielding a longer-lived nitroxide spin
adduct that can be measured and identified
ann
by EPR." 2
Free-radical mechanisms are a natural process in biological systems. Superoxide (02-')
and nitric oxide (NO') are produced beneficially as part of various biochemical pathways
in many cells. In the normal functioning cell,
these radicals are in harmony, and their levels
are balanced by antioxidants in cells. 13 However, when this radical/antioxidant balance is
altered by induction of one of these species or
by the presence of other free radicals (eg,
carbon-centered radicals) generated as
metabolites of xenobiotic agents, a chain of
events may occur through the propagation of
free radical pathways that ultimately lead to
cell transformation and/or death. 3 "3
In vivo studies show high levels of ADN can

* MD Pace, unpublished data.

induce anemia 14 in rats, but the major target
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for ADN toxicity effects is the rat fetus
because ADN administered in drinking water
has been shown to be a rat reproductive
toxin. 8 9 Both HPLC and EPR/spin trapping
techniques were used to elucidate whether or
not free radicals play a role in damaging DNA
and to suggest a mechanism to explain the
ADN in vivo findings.8, 9, 4
Method and Materials
Reagents
The ammonium dinitramide* (ADN,
NH 4+(NO 2)2- ) used in this study contained 1
to 2 percent ammonium nitrate as the hazardous ingredient. The standard DNA used in this
study was either herring sperm DNAt or
X-phage DNA.t All other chemicals were analytical grade.
HPLC
A sample of herring sperm DNA prepared
in an aqueous solution (5ng/ml in 0.1 mM ethylenediamine tetracetic acid (EDTA), 10 mM
Tris pHt7 .5 and 120 mM NaC1) was split, and
one portion was exposed to 1 mM ADN. These
samples were then run qualitatively by HPLC,
using an isocratic method with 100% m ethanol
and storing all spectra from 190 to 600 nm
from the diode array detector.
EPR/Spin Trapping
A sample of X-phage DNA (5ng/ml in 0.1
mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, and 120 mM
50
NaCl) was incubated for 90 minutes with
mM n-tert-buty-oL-nitrone (PBN) with and
Without 1 mM ADN and without or in the
presence of either
preenc 5ofeiher5
p11off saturated
sturte potassium
poassum
superoxide in dimethyl sulfoxide or 5 Rl of 40
percent v/v hydrogen peroxide). Samples (20ul) were placed in capillary tubes and the EPR
spectrum was measured every 3 min for 90

min with an EMS104 EPR analyzer§ having
the following parameters: microwave power,
25 mW; sweep width, 100 G; modulation
amplitude, 1.80 G; sweep time, 20.97 s; filter
time constant, 20.48 ms; receiver gain, 30.
Calculations
The peak intensity values of ADN and
DNA, of ADN, DNA, and O2-*, or of ADN,
DNA, and H 20 2 were subtracted from the
respective control data (DNA alone, DNA and
O2-*, or DNA with H 202). The data was plotted with time and linear regression measured.1
Results
In figure I is shown the HPLC isoeratic
plot. The gray-scale plot, which varies from
-0.7 adsorbance units (darkest) to 6.5 absorbance units (lightest) of the raw solvent is
shown in figure IA. It is virtually identical to
the plot of solvent and DNA alone (figure 1B).
When DNA was exposed to ADN (figure IC),
the plot clearly shows considerable absorbance
at approximately 2 minutes, the approximate
time that the injection takes to travel through
the system when unretained. In the actual plot
at the instrument, using a different scale, this
absorbance extends to 600 nm. This is a clear
indication that the ADN is decomposing
nitro g
s
i h eca N A ,t p rob ably i
the DNA, probably into its nitrogen
base components.
In figure 2 are shown selected spectra of
n-tert-butyl-a-nitrone (PBN)-radical adducts
generated when DNA was incubated over a
90-minute period in the presence of ADN. Initially the ADN-induced PBN radical was a
1:2:2:1 quartet seen at the 23-minute time
point (figure 2A); then, a second radical, a triplet of triplets, was formed at the 67-minute
time
(figure
2B).20-minute
Both these
were point
present
by the
timeradicals
point
when O was also present in the reaction
mixture (figure 2C).
In contrast, the initial ADN-induced PBN
hydoe po
hen
addctas
adduct was ssuppressed when hydrogen peroxide (H 2 0 2 ) replaced 02- in the reaction mix-

* SRI International, Menlo Park, CA.
f Boehringer Mannheim.
t Sigma/Aldrich Chemicals.

§ Bruker Instruments Inc, Billerica, MS.
'Sigma Suite, Jandel Corporation, San Rafael, CA.
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FIGURE 1. The high pressure liquid chromatography data of (A) the plot of raw solvent, (B) deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) alone, and (C) DNA exposed to 1mM ammonium dinitramide.

ture (figure 2D). Control DNA without ADN
produced no radicals (figure 2E). The hyperfine couplings (hfcs) of these radicals at each

time point in figure 2 are given in table I. This
table shows that the reactions continue to
progress during the experiment and that as
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A

FIGURE 2. First derivative electron paramagnetic
resonance spectra of 20 jil
samples of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) treated with a
variety of reactive species:
(A) 1 mM of ammonium
dinitramide (ADN) for 20
min; (B) 1 mM of ADN for
67 min; (C)1 mM of ADN
and 5 [Id of potassium superoxide in 1 ml of total sample, (D) I mM of ADN and 5
jil of 40 percent hydrogen
peroxide in 1 ml of total
sample (E) DNA control, 1
ml of total sample.

/
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cals that were generated in the samples (A =
0 2 -*, C
ADN and DNA; B = ADN, DNA; and
= ADN, DNA, and H2 0 2) and were subtracted

TABLE I

aN

aHI3

1:2:2:1

1.363

1.363

1:2:21
2:2:2
1:2:2:1
2:2:2
1:2:2:1
2:2:2

1.367
1.594
1.418
1.617
1.40
1.615

1.367
0.386
1.418
0.357
1.40
0.3635

Experiment

Radical

ADN+DNA
23 minutes
ADN+DNA
67 minutes
ADN+DNA+0 2-.
20 minutes
ADN+DNA+H 20 2
16 minutes

ADN = ammonium dinitramide.
DNA = deoxyribose nucleic acid.
H20 2 = hydrogen peroxide.
one radical is formed another is suppressed,

from their respective control samples: (A =
DNA alone, B = DNA and 02-; and C = DNA
and H 20 2). The regression analysis of the data
is shown in table II.
In figures 2 and 3, it is shown that the combination of ADN and O2-" increased the peak
intensity of ADN-induced PBN radical
adducts trapped, while H 2 0 2 suppressed the
ADN-induced PBN radical adducts trapped.
The values of peak intensity at the 90-minute
time point was calculated, from the data given
in table II, to be 828 percent and 7.08 percent,
respectively, of the ADN-induced PBN radical adducts in the presence of 02- and
H20 2, respectively.
Discussion

resulting in slightly different hfcs in the

EPR spectra.
In figure 3, plots of the intensity of the radi-

High pressure liquid chromatography studies showed ADN will fragment DNA (figure

6

4
Fic'uiRE 3. Free-radical
formation of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) exposed at
25°C to a variety of reactive
species over the reaction
time of 90 mins: (A)
1 mM
of ammonium dinitramide
(ADN), (B) U 1 mM of ADN
and 5 ri of potassium superoxide in 1 ml of total sample;
(C) Al mM of ADN and 5 11
of 40 percent hydrogen peroxide in 1 ml of total sample.
The radical intensity is measured in arbitary units (a.u.).
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TABLE II
Regression Values
Experiment
(ADN + DNA)
(DNA)
(ADN + DNA) - (DNA)
(ADN + DNA + 02-)
(DNA + 02--)
(ADN + DNA + 02-) - (DNA = 02-)
(ADN + DNA + H202)
(DNA + H202)
(ADN + DNA + H202) - (DNA + H202)

b [0]

b [1]

0.7107
0.5061
0.1683
0.2977
0.4326
0.2387
2.5804
2.5891
-0.4272

4.1306e-a
1.5938e- 3
5.4471e- 3
0.0632
8.9389e- 4
0.0582
0.1417
0.1513
5.2674e- 3

r2
0.646
0.152
0.671
0.9923
0.2435
0.8381
0.9639
0.9923
0.0827

n
30
30
10
30
24
11
28
30
13

ADN = ammonium dinitramide.
DNA = deoxyribose nucleic acid.
H2 02 = hydrogen peroxide.
1). This was anticipated because agarose gel
electrophoresis studies of DNA extracted by
lysis from WB344 rat liver cells exposed to
ADN gave a classical DNA ladder typical of
apoptotic cells.* Photomeric ELISA studies
using 5-bromo-2-deoxyuridine (BrdU)' 0 support the electrophoresis data and also the current HPLC results. These data together suggest ADN could cause point mutations in
DNA, and this could explain the ADN geno'
toxicity study results. 7 11
The formulas in figure 4 show that theoretically ADN in reactions arising from the ADN
radical decomposition product nitric oxide
(NO) and 02- can deaminate DNA bases.
Deamination of 5-BrdU by ADN is not
possible as there is no site for ADN to deaminate, but ADN can deaminate cytosine to
uracil, adenine to hypoxanthine, and guanine
to xanthine. Deamination reactions and
the DNA damage induced have been
reviewed elsewhere. 15
The theoretical series of radical-radical
reactions that could occur to generate NO' to
deaminate DNA and cause cytotoxicity are
shown in figure 5. The radical reactions of
ADN with DNA were investigated by EPR
* M. Hale, L. Steel-Goodwin, and A. J. Carmichael
unpublished data.

spin trapping using the spin trap PBN. The
spectra are shown in figure 2. These spectra,
despite being at different time points, have
PBN-radical adducts of similar hfcs suggesting
the radicals trapped by PBN are the same but
are trapped at different stages of the reaction.
The radical-radical interactions that could
occur between DNA and ADN alone and in
the presence of 02- and H 20 2 are also shown
in figure 5. The scheme of equations (1 to 15)
shows, by chemical reactions, why it was possible to see experimentally (figures 2 and 3) an
increase in radical intensity in the presence of
(02-') and the suppression of radical species in
the presence of H 2Q 2 .
The effects of ADN in the presence of H202
and saturated potassium superoxide (02)
provide reducing and oxidizing environments.
Both H202 and 02- can both be biologically
generated.' 6 It is possible that these reactive
oxygen and nitrogen intermediates may be
induced in cells following exposure to ADN,
and this could lead to oxidative stress and
DNA damage. Cell death does occur on ADN
exposure in vitro.'"' The EPt/spin trapping
has shown ADN forms two types of radical
adducts with PBN: a 1:2:2:1 quartet and a triplet of triplets (figure 2). These same radical
species are seen in the presence of 02" and
H202. The quartet is believed to be the con-
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version of PBN into the reduction product
H-MNP of the nitroso spin trap 2-methyl-2nitrosopropane (MNP). This chemical conversion of PBN was first demonstrated in studies
involving phosgene gas. 17 It is possible the
triplet of triplets seen in figures 2B, 2C, and
2D is a further decomposition product
of H-MNP.
The generation of the two radical species
shown in the spectra figure 2 indicates that
ADN is highly reactive in oxygenated aqueous
environments. Biological systems are composed mainly of water and, theoretically, ADN
can initiate a cascade of radical events and
chemical reactions that could be deleterious to
cells. Cells poor in antioxidants would be espe-

N>
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N>
N

N

K

0

H2 N

H

0

NH 2

C

NH

HN

H
N

NN

NI

H

Xanthine

cially vulnerable to ADN. Review of the in
vivo studies where rats were administered
ADN in drinking water 8'9"1 4 showed no pathological changes except in fetus number and red
blood cell hemolysis.
Free-radical studies on reproduction are
rare. Development of embryos require
implantation in the maternal endometrium. It
is known that 02-" reconfigures endometrial
membrane to favor attachment of the blastocyst.' 8 There is a peak in 02- at the periimplantation stage as compared with preimplantation and postimplantation phases.
Because 02-" is so reactive, its release and concentration is controlled by antioxidants. It is
possible that the addition of ADN can alter the
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1.

2NH4 + N(NO 2)2

2.

NH3" + H-+
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2H + + O 2"° +
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NO + 02

--

0 2 NO
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0 2 NO* + NO

--
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--

N 20 4
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12.
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15.
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FIGURE 5.
Reactions
arising from decomposition
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-
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--
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-

02 + OH- + *OH

_.

+ H20

NO* + H

+

+

of ammonium dinitramide in
aqueous solutions of deoxyriacid in the presence of 02- and H202.

+

membrane fluidity of the blastocyst so much
so that the blastocyte cannot implant, and
membrane leakage occurs. In vitro studies
have shown ADN increases membrane leakage
of WB344 rat liver cells and human red
blood cells. 19
In addition, release of NO* radicals due to a
radical-radical cascade induced by ADN can
cause increased smooth muscle motility of the
uterus. Increased uterine contraction could
make it difficult for the blastocyst to remain
stationary on the surface of the endometrium
long enough to adhere to the endometrium
and develop further. Free-radical and histopathology studies are in progress to determine
the role free-radical events play in ADNinduced membrane changes of preimplantation, peri-implantation and postimplantation blastocysts.
Ammonium dinitramide had no toxic effect
in vivo in cells that contain high levels of cata-

3

+ H+

lase (e.g., liver cells). 14 Based on the H202
results (figure 2D and figure 3), the lack of
toxicity in liver in vivo is explained by the high
levels of catalase normally present in hepatocytes. However, this does not explain the
effects of ADN-induced damage to red blood
cells 14 in vivo because erythrocytes, like liver,
also have high levels of catalase. However,
recent studies 20 suggest red cell damage could
occur through the ability of red cells to sequester NO' in hemoglobin. The radical-radical
reactions shown in figure 5 can propagate and
ultimately cause red cell damage and lead to
the red cell hemolysis found in rats supplied
with drinking water
containing high concentrations of ADN. 14
In conclusion, this study shows that ADN
will fragment DNA in vitro by a series ofcomplex chemical reactions. The number of radicals spin trapped and detected by EPR in the
presence of 02" at the 90-minute time point

EFFECTS OF REACTIVE OXYGEN AND NITROGEN SPECIES

was 828 percent of that of the ADN-induced
radicals alone. This synergistic effect may
account for the ADN-induced alteration of
embryo implantation numbers seen in rats in
vivo.8,9 Alternatively, the number of radicals
generated in the presence of H 2 0 2 was only
7.08% of that of the ADN-induced radicals at
the 90-minute time point. The majority of
mammalian cells are high in catalase which
may naturallyameliorate the ability of ADN to
cause damage and could explain the negligible
toxicity when ADN was administered to rats
via drinking water. 14
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ABSTRACT
Lewis rats display hyporesponsive hypothalamo-pituitaryadrenocortical (HPA) axes, overproduction of cytokines, and susceptibility to inflammatory disease. The Lewis corticotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH) neurosecretory system contains normal numbers of
vasopressin (VP)-deficient axon varicosities, but abnormally sparse
VP-containing varicosities in the external zone of the median
eminence, compared to the normoresponsive Sprague Dawley (SD),
Wistar and Fischer 344 strains. Since VP may act as a thyrotropinreleasing factor, we hypothesized that thyroid axis responsivity may
be altered in Lewis rats. T 3 , T4 and TSH were measured by radioimmunoassay, and free T4 by equilibrium dialysis, in adult male Lewis
and SD rats. One h cold (5°C) induced significant increases in T 3 , T4
and TSH levels in Lewis rats but not in SD rats. Ninety min insulininduced hypoglycemia (1 IU/kg, ip) induced a significant T 3 increase
in Lewis rats and a significant T 4 increase in SD rats. Two h after ip
LPS (0.25 or 0.75 mg/kg), T 4 levels fell significantly in Lewis rats but
not in SD rats. TSH decreases were significant in Lewis rats after
0.75 mg/kg and in SD rats after 0.25 mg/kg. Baseline hormone levels
were generally higher in Lewis rats; the differences were significant
for T3 and T 4 in the insulin experiments and for T3 , T4 and free T 4 in
the LPS experiments. The data suggest that reduced inhibition from
the adrenocortical axis in Lewis rats leads to hyperresponsivity of the
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thyroid axis to cold, and greater LPS-induced decreases in T4 levels,
probably due to an exaggerated inhibitory cytokine response.

INTRODUCTION
Lewis rats display blunted ACTH and corticosterone responses to
stimuli and lower 24 h levels of glucocorticoids than other standard
laboratory strains (1-7). We recently showed that the parvocellular
CRH neurosecretory system in Lewis rats is defective in terms of VP
content (8), in contrast to the magnocellular system, which contains
abnormally high levels of VP (9). Preliminary results indicate that
Lewis rats exhibit abnormally high mortality after whole body
gamma irradiation (unpublished), and low thyroid hormone levels
during radiation-induced sepsis, compared to SD rats (unpublished).
Since VP may regulate TSH release from the anterior pituitary (10,
11), we tested the hypothesis that thyroid regulation in Lewis rats is
abnormal. Cold and insulin-induced hypoglycemia were used to
stimulate the thyroid axis. Bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) was
used as a model of sepsis to inhibit the thyroid axis. Lewis rats were
compared to a standard rat strain (SD) with a normoresponsive
hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis (1, 8).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Male SD and Lewis rats, 250 ± 25 g in body weight, were purchased
from the National Cancer Institute, kept on a 12-h light-dark
schedule, and given food and water ad libitum, except for the insulin
experiments, when food was withdrawn 18 h before the insulin
injection. For each of the three treatments (cold, insulin and LPS),
reported values are means of the pooled results from two experiments.
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In the cold experiments, animals were briefly immersed in room
temperature water to reduce the insulating properties of the fur, and
then placed in standard plastic rat housing boxes (with no bedding)
in a 50C cold room for one h. Control animals were not immersed,
and were kept in an adjacent room at room temperature (240C) in
their home boxes (with bedding).
In the insulin experiments, animals received ip injections of 1
IU/kg recombinant human insulin (Lilly) or vehicle (phosphate
buffered saline, PBS). Blood was collected 90 min after the injection.
Plasma glucose was measured in these experiments on a Kodak
Ektachem-700 analyzer.
In the LPS experiments, animals received ip injections of 0.25 or
0.75 mg/kg E. Coli 0127:B8 LPS (DIFCO) or vehicle (PBS). Blood was
collected 120 min after injection.
Trunk blood was collected and plasma prepared for radioimmunoassay of T3 , T 4 , TSH and ACTH as described previously (8, 12). Free
T4 was assayed by equilibrium dialysis using kits from Nichols

Institute Diagnostics, San Juan Capistrano, CA.
Significant differences are reported at p values of less than 0.05,
obtained using analysis of variance and Fisher's protected least
significant difference test.

RESULTS
As expected, baseline levels of ACTH were similar in Lewis and
SD rats, and increases after cold exposure, insulin or LPS were
significantly higher in SD rats (not shown).
The effects of cold exposure on thyroid hormone levels are shown
in Table I. One h of cold exposure resulted in significant elevations of
plasma total T3 and total T4 in Lewis rats but not in SD rats. TSH was
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TABLE I
Plasma hormone levels after cold, insulin-induced hypoglycemia,
and LPS in Sprague Dawley and Lewis rats
COLD TREATMENT
T3

Group
SD-Cont
SD-Cold
LEW-Cont
LEW-Cold

N
(ng/ml)
0.673 ±.038 12
0.753±.050 2D
0.762 ± .035 12
0.949 ±.050* 20

TSH

Free T 4

T4

(ng/ml)
4.52 ±.17
4.83±.15
4.96 ± .21
5.48 ±.17*

N
4
7
4
8

N
(ng/ml)
4
1.23 ±.20
7
1.19±.15
0.52 ± .07t
4
1.45 ±.15* 8

N
6
7
6
7

N
(ng/ml)
0.381 ± .046 14
0.512 ±.034* 7
0.389 ±.034 12
0.547 ±.053*13

N
8
8
9

(pmol/L) N
34.0 ± 1.7 4
40.9 ± 2.3 4
nd

(ng/ml)
N
0.436 ± .044 8
0.297 ± .014* 8
0.350 ±.055 9

8
8

47.0 ± 3.6t 4
49.0 ± 5.1 4

0.487 ±.044
0.394 ±.070

N
7
16
8
16

(pmol/L)
30.1±1.0
32.9±4.4
35.9 ± 2.4
44.3 ± 3.8

N
15
17
12
13

(pmol/L)
34.0 ± 2.8
32.3 ± 1.9
39.6 ± 3.4
40.5 ± 2.9

INSULIN TREATMENT
T3

Group
SD-Cont
SD-Ins
LEW-Cont
LEW-Ins

N
(ng/ml)
0.575 ± .025 15
0.578 ±.021 17
0.662 ±.029t 12
0.752 ± .033* 13

TSH

Free T 4

T4

(ng/ml)
3.78 ± .24
4.66 ± .23*
5.20 ±.16t
5.69 ±.18

LPS TREATMENT
T3

Free T

T4

Dose, mg/kg
SD-Cont
SD-0.25
SD-0.75

(ng/ml)
N
0.627 ±.015 14
0.508 ± .024* 17
0.462 ± .022* 18

(ng/ml)
5.03 ±.20
4.63 ± .20
4.62 ± .20

LEW-Cont
LEW-0.25

0.762 ±.067t 8
0.606 ± .037* 8

6.20 ±.18t
4.78 ± .22*

4

TSH

7
8

LEW-0.75
0.612±.041* 9
5.20 ±.29* 9
nd
0.309±.016* 9
Values: means ± SEM. * Different from control (p < 0.05, ANOVA). t Significant
difference, SD-control vs. LEW-control. nd, not done.

also significantly elevated in Lewis but not in SD rats. Free T4 was
not significantly elevated in either strain (Table I).
In fasted animals, insulin-induced hypoglycemia was associated
with significant elevations of total T 3 in Lewis rats but not in SD rats

(Table I), similar to what was observed after cold exposure. However,
total T4 was significantly elevated in SD but not Lewis rats after this
treatment. The treatment caused no significant changes in free T4 .

TSH levels were significantly elevated in both strains. Control levels
of T3 and T4 were significantly higher in Lewis than in SD rats.
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Plasma glucose was slightly but significantly lower in Lewis rats
than in SD rats in baseline conditions (100 ± 4.7 vs. 107 ± 5.8 mg/dl).
The insulin-induced decrease in glucose was somewhat blunted in
Lewis rats, resulting in final levels that were significantly higher
than in SD rats (48.5 ± 4.2 vs. 39.8 ± 4.7 mg/dl). The percent decreases
were 52% (± 10%) and 63% (± 16%) for Lewis and SD rats, respectively
(standard errors of percent changes calculated by error propagation).
After LPS injections, levels of total T4 were significantly decreased
in Lewis but not SD rats (Table I). Total T 3 levels were significantly
decreased in both strains. Free T4 levels were not affected. TSH levels
were significantly decreased after doses of 0.25 mg/kg in SD rats and
0.75 mg/kg in Lewis rats. Control levels of T 3 , T 4 and free T4 were
significantly higher in Lewis rats than in SD rats.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that the adrenocortical axis in Lewis
rats is hyporesponsive compared to SD, Fischer 344 and Wistar rats
(1, 2). Although there appears to be a defect in pituitary corticotropes
in Lewis rats (13), hyporesponsiveness of the axis is due at least in
part to relatively low expression of CRH (2) and VP in the hypothalamic neurosecretory system that regulates the corticotropes (8). It is
also possible that there is a defect in the secretory function of these
neurosecretory axons in Lewis rats (14). In vitro studies demonstrated defective secretion of CRH from hypothalami of Lewis rats (6). In
conscious rats, ip injection of LPS induced subnormal release of CRH
and VP from parvocellular axon terminals in Lewis rats compared
to SD rats, primarily due to the fact that there were significantly
lower baseline levels of stored CRH and VP (8).
We were led to test the hypothesis that the thyroid axis is abnormal
in Lewis rats because of evidence that VP may regulate secretion of
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TSH from thyrotrope cells in the anterior lobe of the pituitary. When
pituitary cells were incubated with VP in vitro, there was a significant and dose-related release of TSH, but not prolactin, growth
hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, or luteinizing hormone,
suggesting that VP has thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH)-like
activity (10). The presence of VP receptors on thyrotrope cells also
supports the notion that VP regulates TSH release (11). Since Lewis
rats possessed abnormally few VP-containing secretory vesicles in
the neurosecretory system that regulates the anterior pituitary, we
predicted thyroid axis function would be lower in this strain.
Contrary to our expectations, we found that baseline levels of
thyroid hormones were generally higher in Lewis rats than in SD
rats, and that changes in thyroid hormone levels after cold exposure
were greater in Lewis rats. These data are reminiscent of the study
of Fujimoto and Hedge (15), who found that a mutant strain of rat
(Brattleboro) with a genetic deficiency of VP synthesis displayed
abnormally high resting TSH levels. However, that strain is completely lacking in central VP, including the magnocellular neurosecretory system that regulates fluid homeostasis and electrolyte
balance. The multiple endocrine abnormalities in that strain could
affect thyroid axis function (10).
Our results suggest that baseline thyroid function in Lewis rats is
enhanced due to reduced inhibition from the HPA axis. Activity
levels of the thyroid and HPA axes are inversely correlated in many
situations (16-25). In the study by Lumpkin et al. (10), VP injected
into the third ventricle of conscious rats caused specific decreases in
plasma TSH levels, leading the authors to suggest that VP may act in
a negative ultrashort feedback loop. The synapses observed between
parvocellular CRH and TRH neurosecretory cells could mediate
mutual inhibition between the two axes (26). Inhibition of the thyroid
axis by glucocorticoids has been demonstrated (16,

18, 27-31).

Glucocorticoids inhibit hypothalamic TRH expression (31), and may
act at other levels of the thyroid axis (32).
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It has been proposed that increased activity in the thyroid axis can
result in inhibition of the adrenocortical axis (24). One possible
"corticotropin release-inhibiting factor" (CRIF) is preprothyrotropin-releasing hormone-(178-199) (24) (although Nicholson and
Orth failed to confirm this result (33)). However, hyperthyroidism in
Lewis rats probably is not a major cause of the hyporesponsivity of
the HPA axis. The abnormalities in adrenocortical function in Lewis
rats are more consistent and of higher magnitude than the thyroid
abnormalities. Therefore, it is likely that the primary defect in Lewis
rats is hypoactivity of the HPA axis leading to changes in thyroid
regulation.
It is well known that cytokines inhibit the thyroid axis (34-39),
partly due to suppression of TRH gene expression in the hypothalamus (39). This inhibition may account for the depression of thyroid
function commonly observed in severely sick patients whose illnesses
do not primarily affect the thyroid axis. The Lewis rat is characterized by exaggerated cytokine responses to stimuli, presumably due to
defective inhibition of cytokine expression by the hypoactive HPA axis
(7). Higher cytokine release after LPS challenge in Lewis rats would
explain the greater decrease in thyroid hormone levels seen in this
strain compared to SD rats.
In spite of the changes in levels of T3 , T4 and TSH induced by the
challenges, no significant changes in free T4 levels were observed,
suggesting that changes in free T 4 levels were blunted by binding
proteins. The only significant difference observed between any of the
groups in terms of free T4 levels was between control groups of the
two strains in the LPS experiments. This difference was consistent
with our overall observation of higher resting levels of thyroid
hormones in Lewis rats.
In summary, the present findings demonstrate altered thyroid
responses in Lewis rats compared to SD rats. The Lewis strain may
provide a model for clinical syndromes associated with decreased
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inhibition of the thyroid axis by the HPA axis and increased inhibition of the thyroid axis by cytokines.
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